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RADIO SYSTEM INCLUDING MIXER 
DEVICE AND SWITCHING CIRCUIT AND 
METHOD HAVING SWITCHING SIGNAL 
FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR ENHANCED 
DYNAMIC RANGE AND PERFORMANCE 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This Application is a Continuation-In-Part of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/016,629, filed Feb. 1, 1998 now U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,108,529 entitled Radio System Including FET 
Mixer Device and Square-Wave Drive Switching Circuit 
and Method Therefore. The subject invention is useful in 
connection with the mixer described in U.S. patent 
application, Ser. No. 09/017.455 filed Feb. 1, 1998 entitled 
Structure and Method for Super FET Mixer Having Logic 
Gate Generated FET Square-Wave Switching Signal by C. 
Dexter and M. Vice, assigned to the assignee of the present 
application and incorporated herein by reference. Of course, 
the invention and the concepts underlying the invention are 
also useful in many other mixer, radio, tuner, and electronic 
device designs, and this invention is not to be limited to use 
with the Specific mixer design shown in the incorporated 
application or the drawings to be described below. 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The invention relates generally to frequency conversion 
Systems, devices, and methods, and more specifically to 
radio frequency communication devices and Systems 
including, mixers, radio tuners, transmitter, and receivers 
incorporating FET mixer type frequency conversion devices 
for up- and down-frequency conversion. 

2. Background of the Invention 
Conventional heterodyne receivers down convert a radio 

frequency (RF) Signal to a baseband Signal using one or 
more intermediate Stages in which the RF signal is converted 
to one or more intermediate-frequency signals, lower than 
the RF signal, until the base-band frequency is reached. A 
heterodyne transmitter generates a higher frequency RF 
Signal from a baseband Signal using one or more interme 
diate Stages to up-convert the frequency. A transmitter 
provides both transmit and receive components and func 
tion. 

In Simplified terms, a homodyne receiver directly down 
converts radio-frequency (RF) Signals to baseband fre 
quency without intermediate Stages. Analogously a homo 
dyne transmitter up-converts from base-band to RF without 
intermediate stages. A radio System (frequency conversion 
Stage, tuner, receiver, transmitter, or transceiver) may 
include homodyne and heterodyne components. In this 
disclosure the term System may be used when referring to 
any or a combination of Such stage, tuner, receiver, 
transmitter, or transceiver, So as to Simplify the description. 

Conventional homodyne Systems may typically have a 
poor dynamic range, unacceptably high distortions for Some 
applications, and other undesirable characteristics as com 
pared to non-homodyne Systems. The poor dynamic range is 
typically the result of at least two significant factors. First, 
distortions, including input Second order intercept point 
(IP2), input third order intercept point (IP3), and so-called 
“NXN” distortions, cauSe unwanted Spurious responses to 
fall within the frequency band of interest. Second, amplitude 
and/or phase imbalances contributed by an imperfect 
quadrature local oscillator, may cause errors in the in-phase 
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2 
channel (I) or quadrature-phase channel (Q) signals before 
they are digitized by the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 
in the digitizer, resulting in non-linearities in the conversion 
process. (These quadrature or I/O channels are Sometime 
referred to as Sine and cosine channels or Signals as a result 
of the out-of-phase relationship between the channels and 
the manner in which they are conventionally generated.) 
These non-linearities directly or indirectly result in distor 
tion and loSS of useful dynamic range. 

These conventional homodyne Systems may beneficially 
employ Software algorithms, residing in the Digital Signal 
Processing (DSP) section of the tuner, transmitter and/or 
receiver down the Signal path from the homodyne frequency 
conversion Stage, to compensate for Some of the distortions, 
errors, and other anomalies in the Such conventional homo 
dyne Systems (especially receivers) with minimal Success, 
but this additional DSP task undesirably requires a higher 
clock rate than would otherwise be required for a given 
bandwidth. Wider signal bandwidth may typically need a 
processor clock rate that is from about 10 times to about 20 
times or more the clock rate required without compensation, 
in order to compensate phase and amplitude errors over the 
entire receiver bandwidth of interest. The higher clock rate 
presents additional problems in itself. Digital compensation 
after digitization reduce the wanted Spectrum bandwidth. 
Without compensation, homodyne receivers or direct con 
version receivers employing mixers are limited to around 40 
dB of dynamic range and bandwidth in the audio frequency 
range. 
The trend in new radio Systems technology receiver/tuner 

development is predicted to concentrate on moving the RF 
Spectrum down to baseband frequencies where it will be 
digitized and processed under Software control. This will 
impose even more Stringent demands for dynamic range, 
increased Sensitivity, and lower distortion. Reducing Size, 
weight, and power consumption to provide longer operating 
times under battery power, are also concerns for commercial 
and non-commercial applications. A key System perfor 
mance challenge involves keeping the Spectrum dynamic 
range (sensitivity vs. distortion) as high as possible before 
digitization in the ADC while maintaining high Sensitivity 
and controlling distortion. 
An additional problem with conventional wireless (radio) 

communication Systems pertains to frequent requirements 
for skilled radio operators to initiate and maintain contact 
between multiple radio Stations or transceivers. This prob 
lem is particularly acute because of the need to monitor or 
provide Surveillance over a large HF/VHF/UHF frequency 
Spectrum. Both commercial and non-commercial communi 
cators have been working to achieve automatic, reliable and 
robust communications using the HF/VHF/UHF spectrum, 
particularly the HF spectrum. One goal of this work has been 
an attempt to eliminate or reduce the need for highly skilled 
radio operators while Simultaneously increasing the reliabil 
ity of the HF spectrum as a communication medium. 

Automatic Link Establishment (ALE), also known as 
Adaptive HF, is an integral part of this effort. ALE is defined 
as the capability of an HF radio Station to make contact 
between itself and another Station or Stations under auto 
matic processor control. ALE techniques include automatic 
Signaling, Selective calling, and automatic handshaking at 
different bands in the HF spectrum. Monitoring and follow 
ing all these activities requires a near Simultaneous full band 
HF receiver. Digitizing the entire HF frequency band, and 
handling ALE protocol with Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) presents many challenges. For example, if the moni 
toring Sites are not ideal in location, dynamic range, result 
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ing from nearby transmitters masking far away ALE Signals, 
presents a problem. It has been estimated that an adaptive 
HF monitoring solution requires full simultaneous HF cov 
erage with 100 dB of Spur Free Dynamic Range (SFDR). 
The cost for implementing and deploying Such ALE Systems 
also remains problematic. 

This and other performance challenges have been 
addressed in part by the development of analog-to-digital 
converters (ADCs) which have increased resolution 
(sensitivity), increased Spur Free Dynamic Range (SFDR), 
and greater baseband Spectral bandwidth. ADCs having 
14-bit resolution and 30 MHz baseband bandwidth, and 
which can be clocked out at 65 mega Samples per Second 
(MSPS), with a projected SFDR of 85–90 dB or more are 
available and narrower bandwidth ADCs (for example, 
bandwidths less than about 10 Mhz) and providing 16-bit 
resolution at an even greater 95-100 dB SFDR are under 
development. These devices provide the needed ADC per 
formance improvement over earlier 12-bit ADCs. Even 
though higher-performance ADCs have been developed, 
other problems remain. 

Frequency conversion or mixer Stages in conventional RF 
Systems have heretofore been unable to attain the approxi 
mately 85-100 dB Spur-Free Dynamic Range required in 
certain tuner/receiver Systems, particularly where the output 
of that mixer Stage was intended as the input to high 
performance Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) where 
the 100 dB SPRD, is required at the input. In fact such 
systems have been limited to substantially lower perfor 
mance. The last or final mixer Stage just prior to output to the 
ADC (baseband frequency converter stage) typically has the 
highest Signal amplitude level in the tuner. A State-of-the-art 
ADC requires about a 2 volt peak-to-peak signal for full 
ADC conversion Scale, and should have all Spurious signal 
products down by about 100 dB in order to utilize the 
capabilities of the ADC without introducing other undesir 
able artifacts. These ADC performance Specifications cor 
respond to a baseband Spectrum mixer Stage coupled to the 
ADC input terminals having an input third order intercept 
point (IP3) of about +50 dBm and an input second order 
intercept point (IP2) of about +100 dBm. 

Another problem in conventional tunerS is that they 
typically perform the final Stage mixing to baseband at a low 
Intermediate Frequency (IF) signal amplitude level, and then 
boost the amplitude of the final Stage mixer output with a 
Separate power amplifier to achieve the desired ADC signal 
level (typically in the range of from about 1 Volt to about 4 
Volts peak-to-peak). This baseband conversion approach 
only achieves approximately +43 dBm IP3 and +82 dBm IP2 
into the ADC, may have unacceptable levels of distortion, 
and typically may not provide performance levels that keep 
with evolving State-of-the-art ADC dynamic range 
capability, or that meet the needs the end user. 

In addition to the above described final mixer Stage 
problems in conventional tuners, the first conversion Stage 
of a tuner also significantly affects overall dynamic range, in 
fact So much So that degradation in the first Stage may make 
it impossible to meet overall System performance require 
ments. For example, if the first mixing operation is too lossy, 
there may be an added requirement for a preamplifier gain 
Stage in the Signal path to boost the Signal amplitude in an 
attempt to achieve the required Sensitivity. However, Such a 
preamplifier gain Stage in the Signal path upstream from the 
mixer circuit undesirably increases the required IP3 and IP2 
of the mixer by an amount equal to the added preamplifier 
gain. Therefore, any System requirement for a preamplifier 
gain Stage to increase Sensitivity imposes even more Severe 
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4 
constraints on other radio System components. Desirably, a 
mixer would have very low conversion loSS in the first stage 
to avoid the need for any preamplification, and also have a 
high or large dynamic range. 
One mixer known to the inventors is marketed by Stein 

brecher under the name “PARAMIXER'' and is purported in 
advertising materials to provide a mixer having an input 
third order intercept point (IP3) on the order of about +50 
dBm and an input second order intercept point (IP2) on the 
order of about +100 dBm, but the inventors have not verified 
or confirmed Such performance claims. In spite of its pur 
ported IP3 and IP2 performance figures, even this Paramixer 
has disadvantages. For example, Such conventional mixers 
are relatively large (on the order of about 100 cubic inches), 
power inefficient (about 8 watts input power is needed to 
process 100 milliwatts-an efficiency of only about two 
percent (2%)), and expensive (for example, costing up to 
Several hundred dollars per mixer). 

Therefore, although Some progreSS has been made in 
improving mixer performance to achieve high quality radio 
Systems, Such developments have not Solved the need for 
compact, Small form factor, light weight devices, having 
lower power consumption, long battery life in battery pow 
ered devices, at moderate to low cost. 

Therefore, there remains a need for high-performance 
radio Systems including tuner, receiver, and/or transmitter 
components that are low-cost, compact, and energy 
conservative, particularly for mobile or hand-held applica 
tions. There also remains a need for mixing devices for 
frequency conversion generally, and more particularly for 
use in these high-performance radio Systems, Surveillance 
Systems, and instrumentation Systems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In one aspect, the invention includes a wireleSS commu 
nication Structure, device, and System and method for oper 
ating the same, a mixing Structure for use with the wireleSS 
communication device or for use otherwise and a method of 
mixing Signals, as well as an inventive differential Square 
wave mixer Switching circuit and method for controlling the 
mixer device which may be used with the inventive mixing 
device and wireleSS communication device. 

The inventive mixer structure and method (also referred 
to as a "Super-mixer” because of its Superior (e.g. Super) 
properties as compared to conventional mixers) include an 
overall mixer architecture topology and Several embodi 
ments of the mixer Structure which present variations par 
ticularly Suitable for use in a radio receivers, transmitters, 
tuners, as well as instrumentation Systems, and other Sys 
tems and devices performing frequency conversion. The 
inventive mixer is applicable to homodyne and heterodyne 
receiver/transmitter/tuner implementations, instrumentation 
and telemetry Systems. The invention also provides Struc 
tural and methodological components of the mixer including 
a precise mixer device within its LO phase splitter, and 
differential Square wave gate drive. WireleSS communication 
devices includes radios, cellular telephones, and telemetry 
Systems whether land, Sea, airborne, or space based, and 
whether fixed or mobile. 
The inventive mixer device is advantageously a GaAS 

FET mixer where the FETs are implemented on a common 
Substrate. The inventive mixer has Superior intermodulation 
and harmonic distortion Suppression and features excellent 
conversion loSS, noise figure, port match, and port isolation 
as a result of its topology. The mixer device circuit combines 
the advantages of Series mixing FETs, a triple balanced 
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design using a balanced passive reflection transformer, a 
very precise LO phase Splitter, and Square wave gate drive 
to achieve its high levels of performance. It is power 
conservative and offers the advantage of long battery life in 
portable devices Such as portable radioS and cellular tele 
phones as it requires only a modest amount of DC and LO 
drive power, and is useful for operation over at least a 
multi-decade bandwidth. 

Therefore, one object of the invention is to provide a 
high-performance mixing device that achieves a high IP2 
and IP3. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a mixer 
device which is energy conservative, power efficient, and 
which therefore provides size, weight, and operational life 
for mobile and/or portable hand-held implementations. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a mixer 

having a large dynamic range and very low distortion. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a differential 

Square wave drive circuit for use with a mixer. 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a mixer 

generating, at most, very low Spurious signal withing the 
frequency band of interest. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a mixer 
generating an analog output signal that does not exceed the 
input Specifications for 14-bit and higher bit analog-to 
digital converters. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a mixer that 
minimizes amplitude and phase imbalances, Such as imbal 
ances contributed by an imperfect quadrature modulator 
local oscillator frequency Signal. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a mixer 
that meets or exceeds the input requirements of high-bit (e.g. 
12-bit, 14-bit, 16-bit) analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) 
So as to provide a radio in which the mixer is employed 
where the RF spectrum may be moved down to baseband 
frequencies, while maintaining high Sensitivity and low 
distortion, where the Spectrum may be digitized by the 
ADCs and processed under Software control. 
An additional object of the invention is to provide a 

high-performance direct conversion System. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a radio, 

tuner, receiver, and/or transmitter, or components thereof in 
which about 100 dB or greater of Spur Free Dynamic Range 
is provided over a Sufficiently large Spectral bandwidth 
meeting the needs of an Automatic Link Establishment 
(ALE) or adaptive HF, VHF, and/or UHF system. 
A final object of the invention is to provide a method for 

mixing Signals to provide a high performance mixer achiev 
ing high SPDR, large bandwidth, low distortion, and low 
power consumption in a wireleSS communication System. 

Additional objects and features of the invention will be 
more readily apparent from the following detailed descrip 
tion and appended claims when taken in conjunction with 
the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a better understanding of the nature and objects of the 
invention, reference should be made to the following 
detailed description taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is and illustration showing simplified embodiments 
of the invention including an inventive homodyne topology 
(FIG. 1a), an inventive heterodyne topology (FIG. 1b) and 
an inventive mixer device topology (FIG. 1c) that is used in 
the homodyne and heterodyne topologies. 
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6 
FIG. 2 is an illustration showing a simple embodiment in 

functional block form, of one embodiment of the inventive 
triple-balanced reflection FET mixer. 

FIG. 3 is an illustration showing phase Splitter, ground 
isolation, Square wave generation circuit and Switching 
network for an exemplary embodiment of the inventive 
mixer. 

FIG. 4 is an illustration of an embodiment of the inventive 
triple-balanced reflection FET mixer showing additional 
Structure of the local oscillator phase splitter, Square wave 
generators, Switching network, and RF/IF baluns, isolation 
transformers, as well as features enhancing performance of 
the mixer as an up-frequency converter. 

FIG. 5 is an illustration of yet another embodiment of the 
inventive triple-balanced reflection FET mixer showing 
additional Structure of the local oscillator phase splitter, 
Square wave generators, Switching network, and RF/IF 
baluns, isolation transformers, as well as features enhancing 
performance of the mixer as an down-frequency converter. 

FIG. 6 is an illustration showing a Source-to-Source Seri 
ally connected dual-FET structure and the manner in which 
the Structure reduces distortion. 

FIG. 7 is an illustration of still another embodiment of the 
inventive triple-balanced reflection FET mixer showing 
alternative structure of the local oscillator phase splitter, 
Square wave generators, Switching network, and RF/IF 
baluns, isolation transformers and eliminating Some optional 
circuit elements. 

FIG. 8 is an illustration showing an optional temperature 
compensation circuit for improving the temperature range 
performance of the inventive Structures. 

FIG. 9 is an illustration showing the tuner's function of 
preserving the spectrum for the digitizing process. 

FIG. 10 is an illustration showing Intermediate-frequency 
(IF) to Digital conversion. 

FIG. 11 is an illustration showing dynamic range as the 
largest signal to the noise floor. 

FIG. 12 is an illustration showing effects of resolution on 
dynamic range. 

FIG. 13 is an illustration showing two tone spur-free 
dynamic range (SFDR) description. 

FIG. 14 is an illustration showing analog-to-digital 
(ADC) bit resolution versus dynamic range. 

FIG. 15 is an illustration showing high ADC SFDR 
causing 100 dB problem for the final stage of a tuner. 

FIG. 16 is an illustration showing ADC noise figure 
calculation, gain, and IP2 and IP3 of a tuner. 

FIG. 17 is an illustration showing an exemplary first 
GNIP simulation run with the inventive Super mixer as the 
first mixer but with dynamic range limited by the pream 
plifier and the first mixer. 

FIG. 18 is an illustration showing a second exemplary 
GNIP simulation run with the inventive Super mixer as the 
first mixer but with the preamplifier moved to provide post 
mixer amplification resulting in improved dynamic range 
compared with configuration of first GNIP simulation. 

FIG. 19 is an illustration showing a summary of the 
improved dynamic range characteristics. 

FIG. 20 is an illustration showing exemplary Super mixer 
performance. 

FIG. 21 is an illustration showing an exemplary Super 
mixer functional block diagram. 
FIG.22 is an illustration showing an inventive mixer test 

configuration. 
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FIG. 23 is an illustration showing a particular embodi 
ment of the inventive structure. 

FIG. 24 is an illustration showing an exemplary alterna 
tive HF collection system using two-tuners to divide the HF 
Spectrum into two parts, each tuner employing two of the 
inventive Signal mixing devices. 

FIG. 25 is an illustration showing elements of up- and 
down-conversion in a conventional final conversion mixer 
System in a heterodyne radio. 

FIG. 26 is an illustration showing an embodiment of the 
inventive final conversion mixer System in a heterodyne 
radio. 

FIG. 27 is an illustration of showing an exemplary direct 
conversion ADC Structure, including dual Super-mixer cir 
cuit Structures combined to provide a homodyne receiver 
configuration. 

FIG. 28 is an illustration of showing an exemplary 
embodiment of an Automatic Link Establishment system 
incorporating the inventive radio topology and Super-mixer. 

FIG. 29 is an illustration showing an exemplary embodi 
ment of a duty-cycle and Symmetry feedback control circuit 
and method and its relationship to elements of the mixer 
circuit. 

FIG. 30 is an illustration showing signal waveforms 
pertaining to the duty-cycle and Symmetry control circuit 
and method of the embodiment in FIG. 29. 

FIG. 31 is and illustration showing simplified embodi 
ments of the invention including an inventive mixer device 
topology that may be used in the homodyne and heterodyne 
topologies and includes the inventive duty-cycle and Sym 
metry feedback and control circuits. 

FIG. 32 is an illustration showing an embodiment in 
functional block form, of one embodiment of the inventive 
triple-balanced reflection FET mixer analogous to the 
embodiment in FIG. 2 and additionally including the inven 
tive duty-cycle and Symmetry feedback and control circuits. 

FIG. 33 is an illustration showing an embodiment of a 
particular embodiment of the inventive Super mixer incor 
porating the duty-cycle and Symmetry feedback control 
circuits including particular details of an embodiment of 
phase control and phase detector circuits as well as detail of 
the duty-cycle control circuits. 

FIG. 34 is an illustration of an embodiment of the 
inventive triple-balanced reflection FET mixer analogous to 
the embodiment in FIG. 4 but also including the duty-cycle 
and Symmetry feedback control circuits. 

FIG. 35 is an illustration of an embodiment of the 
inventive triple-balanced reflection FET mixer analogous to 
the embodiment in FIG. 7 but also including the duty-cycle 
and Symmetry feedback control circuits. 

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS 

Reference will now be made in detail to the present 
embodiments of the invention, which are illustrated in the 
accompanying figures. We now turn to the drawings, 
wherein like components are designated by like reference 
numbers throughout the various figures. 

With reference to FIG. 1 there is shown an overview of 
Several aspects and embodiments of the inventive structure 
and corresponding inventive method. With Specific refer 
ence to FIG. 1a, an exemplary down-frequency conversion 
embodiment of a homodyne Structure, Such as may be used 
in a radio system is shown in which each of two of the 
inventive mixer devices 32a, 32b (also referred to as “super 
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mixer” devices) receive an RF signal, and Super-mixer 
control (Switching) signals at a control (Switching) port, 
which control signals are derived from a conventional 
externally applied sinusoidal LO signal but which have 
Special properties described in greater detail hereinafter. The 
in-phase (I) channel and quadrature-phase (Q) channel Sig 
nals output by each Super-mixer 32a, 32b are coupled 
directly to separate ADC 27a, 27b, without the need for any 
intervening amplifier. The ADCs (advantageously having at 
least 14-bit resolution) digitize each of the I and Q channels 
So that Subsequent conventional down Stream processing 
may be accomplished. Structure and operation of the 
optional Digital Signal Processor (DSP) and/or other struc 
tures or processing procedures are known in the art and not 
described further here. 
With specific reference to FIG. 1b, an exemplary down 

frequency conversion embodiment of a heterodyne 
Structure, Such as also may be used in a radio System is 
shown in which one of the inventive mixer devices 32 
(“Super-mixer” device 32) receives an RF signal, and a 
Super-mixer control (Switching) signal at a control 
(Switching) port, which control signal is derived from a 
conventional externally applied Sinusoidal LO signal but 
which has special properties as alluded to relative to FIG.1a. 
The IF output signal from the Super-mixer 32 is coupled 
directly to an ADC 27, without the need for any intervening 
post-mixing device amplifier. The ADC digitizes the IF 
output signal So that Subsequent conventional down Stream 
processing may be accomplished as described herein before. 
AS may readily be appreciated, the circuit topologies shown 
and described relative to FIG. 1a and FIG. 1b, are different, 
yet each includes at least one of the inventive Super-mixers 
among the elements. 
A simplified diagrammatic functional block diagram of an 

embodiment of a Super-mixer 32 is now described relative to 
FIG. 1c which shows some of the significant features of the 
inventive Super-mixer 32, 32a, 32b. In the embodiment 
shown, the Super-mixer 32 is configured with and coupled to 
an RF/IF separation/filter circuit 33 (such as a balun) to 
operate as a passive reflection FET mixer wherein (when 
operating as a down-converter) RF energy is input to the 
RF/IF separation circuit at an RF port 34, and the IF output 
signal generated at the dual FET mixing devices 36a, 36b in 
a manner described hereinafter, is separated from the RF 
signal by the separation circuit at IF port 35. For an 
up-converter the roles of the RF and IF are reversed. 
However, the invention is not limited to passive reflection 
configurations. 
Many different circuit topologies are known in the art for 

inputting a first signal at a first frequency into a generic 
mixing device, performing the physical mixing operation, 
and extracting the up- or -down converted Signal a Second 
frequency from the mixing device at an output port, So that 
the invention is not to be construed as being limited to the 
particular exemplary mixer circuit or operation environment 
described here. By way or example, but not limitation, the 
use of a transmission line transformer in a mixer has been 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,361,409 titled FET Mixer 
Having Transmission Line Transformer; the use of a bal 
anced reflection transformer in a mixer has been described 
in U.S. Pat. No. 5,551,074 titled Balanced Reflection Trans 
former; the use of a dc-biased reflection transformer for a 
mixer and a dc-biased FET mixer have been described in 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,513,390 titled Biased FET Mixer. Structures 
for an unbalanced FET mixer have been described in U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,678,226 titled Unbalanced FET Mixer. Structures 
for a Totem Pole Mixer Having Grounded Serially Con 
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nected Stacked FET Pair have been described in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 08/926,175 filed Sep. 9, 1997. Each of 
these patents and patent applications are herein incorporated 
by reference in their entirety. 

Continuing the description of the inventive Super-mixer 
32 in FIG. 1c, there is also included a FET drive circuit 37 
which is advantageously implemented as a “floating” or 
differential drive circuit. An externally generated 
(nominally) sinusoidal LO signal is input to a phase splitter 
circuit 38, which generates a phase complementary (180 
degree phase difference) between two sets of differential 
nominally sinusoidal signals at the LO frequency. We 
describe the LO signal as nominally Sinusoidal, because 
Some variation from true Sinusoid may be tolerated as the 
Sinusoid is used to generate or regenerate a very high Slew 
rate Signal Such as a Square wave or Substantially Square 
wave which actually controls the FET gates to cause the 
desired FET Switching. Therefore, any input signal to the 
complementary Square wave generation circuits 40a, 40b 
that provides a Suitable high Slew rate signal to the mixing 
devices 36a, 36b may be used as the LO input. 

The sinusoidal LO Signal is split into two complementary 
phases and then coupled to ground isolation circuits 39a, 
39b associated with each of the complementary signals 
paths. These ground isolated or floating phase complemen 
tary Signal pairs are then coupled to a pair of Square wave 
generation circuits 40a, 40b, the outputs of which are signals 
having high Slew-rate leading and trailing edges, Such as 
Square waves. In one embodiment the Square wave genera 
tion circuits comprise digital logic gates, Such as “AND” 
gates, which provide a nearly perfect Square wave output 
with two levels, very high Slew-rate leading and trailing 
edges, and extremely low cost per device. 

In one aspect, the inventive receiver incorporates a mixer 
device advantageously implemented triple-balanced passive 
reflection FET mixing devices as in GaAS on a Single 
monolithic substrate, and a FET switch drive circuit (LO 
drive circuit) that provides near ideal Switching. An embodi 
ment of the overall homodyne receiver described first, 
followed by descriptions of embodiments of component 
Structure and method including descriptions of particular 
FET mixing devices and drive circuits. 
Exemplary Mixer Device Circuit Characteristics 
We now describe the structure and method of an exem 

plary triple-balanced passive reflection FET mixer that may 
be used with the inventive homodyne receiver system 31. 
The triple-balanced passive reflection FET mixer 32 has a 
Square wave (or near Square wave) Switching waveform 
derived or regenerated from a sinusoidal local oscillator 
waveform, and operates in the LO/RF/IF frequency range of 
from about 1 Mhz to about 200 Mhz, with reduced levels of 
nonlinearity and intermodulation distortion compared to 
conventional mixers as the result of the topological 
structure, the application of a DC bias to the FET channels, 
and other factors. Other embodiments of the mixer are 
described which extend the range of operation from 200 
Mhz. to tens of Ghz. The mixer 32 is useful for both up-and 
down-frequency conversion of RF and IF signal frequencies, 
through characterization as RF and IF for the primary radio 
receiver application are arbitrary, and various alternative 
embodiments have features that are advantageously imple 
mented to optimize up-frequency conversion and down 
frequency conversion respectively. 
More specifically, when operating as an up frequency 

converter, the LO drive Signal is operable within the range 
of from about 1 Mhz to about 200 Mhz; the RF signal is 
operable within the range of from about 1 Mhz. to about 200 
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Mhz; and the IF signal is similarly operable within the range 
of from about 1 Mhz. to about 200 Mhz. The RF, IF, and LO 
Signal frequencies may therefore overlap So that there is no 
frequency exclusion. 

It is therefore a feature of the present invention to produce 
a radio frequency mixer that has a wide dynamic range of 
operation and low overall Signal distortion including low 
intermodulation distortion and partial cancellation of non 
linearity distortion imposed on the radio frequency Signal. 
The inventive mixer 32 structure and method addresses 

this need for an ultra high dynamic range mixer by providing 
Superior Second and third order intercept point and com 
pression point performance without the degradation of other 
mixer performance parameters, Such as the conversion loSS, 
noise figure, port isolation, and power consumption. 
Furthermore, the conventional need for relatively high Local 
Oscillator (LO) drive levels, that is LO drive levels above 
about one (1) Watt at the external LO input, when specifying 
input third order intercept points (IIP3) in the +45 dBm 
range, is eliminated by the LO waveform regeneration 
circuit of the inventive mixer. In the inventive mixer 32 LO 
drive, measured at the external LO input port, the inventive 
structure needs only about 100 milliwatts for comparable or 
even Superior performance. Dynamic range refers to noise 
characteristics and conversion linearity, and the way the two 
characteristics combine to produce dynamic range and the 
useful power level over which one can operate the mixer. 

Conventional approaches to mixer implementation, and 
radio receivers that incorporate mixing devices, use sinu 
soidal LO drive waveforms to drive the Switching elements 
to ON and OFF conduction states. FET switching elements 
are typically used, but other types of transistorS may be 
employed Such as bipolar transistors or diodes, including for 
example Schottkey diodes. However, in the inventive mixer 
32 Structure and method, the LO drive signal applied to 
Switch the FETS is non-sinusoidal Square wave or pseudo 
Square wave. These Square waves are generated by a novel 
Local Oscillator drive circuit, Such as a drive circuit employ 
ing two floating CMOS “AND” gates, to generate a pair of 
complementary Square waves from a sinusoidal LO drive 
input. When the complementary Square wave signals are 
applied to the gate terminals of the mixing FETs, Superior 
intermodulation distortion Suppression and dynamic range 
are obtained, as compared to conventional designs employ 
ing Sinusoidal or nearly Sinusoidal Signals. A significant 
component of distortion is reduced as a result of the reduced 
duration Switching device transition duration. The Switching 
devices spend more time in the “ON” and “OFF' states and 
less time in the transition phase between “ON” and “OFF 
where distortion generation is maximal. 
The Switching devices (e.g. FETs) exhibit relatively linear 

characteristics in the ON or OFF states, but less linear 
characteristics in the transition between ON and OFF states. 
The inventive Square wave Switch drive Speeds the devices 
through transition, reducing the time period during which 
distortion is generated. 
Although this description focuses on the difference 

between a conventional LO sinusoid applied on a Switching 
Signal, and ideal or near-ideal Square wave, in practical 
terms any periodic waveform having monotonic rise and fall 
Segment and having Suitable amplitude to trigger the Square 
wave regeneration circuit may be used to drive the Square 
wave regeneration circuit, and the regenerated complemen 
tary Square waves driving the Switches need not be perfect 
Square waves, what is important is that they have steep 
slopes in rise and fall (high slew rate) So that the transition 
period between ON and OFF is short. Logic gates readily 
provide the required input/output device characteristics. 
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Typically the third order intercept point of each mixer 
device 32 is improved by up to approximately 15 dB or 
better (for example, from about 40 dBm to about 55 dBm), 
more typically by at least from 5 dB to about 10 dB (for 
example, from approximately 40 dBm to about 50 dBm), 
and dynamic range is improved equivalently. Noise figure is 
also improved by the inventive mixer device Structure and 
method, resulting in greater dynamic range for each mixer 
device 32, for example in one embodiment dynamic range is 
improved by from about 10 dB to 15 dB. Intermodulation 
distortion is Suppressed commenSurate with the third order 
intercept improvement described above. The required sinu 
soidal wave LO drive measured at the LO input port 
terminals is also reduced by about 10 dB. Furthermore, 
conversion loSS, noise figure, port match, and isolation 
between the L-port (LO-port) and the R-port (RF-port) and 
I-port (IF-port) are also favorably effected by square wave 
drive. Noise figure is improved because the longer Switch 
transition phase of conventional mixer configurations gen 
erates more noise than does the inventive mixer 32, and 
reducing the time spent in the transition phase reduces noise. 

The improvements in each of these areas for the inventive 
mixer 32 may typically be about 1 dB (conversion loss), 
from 1 dB to about 3 dB (noise figure), from about 1 dB to 
about 5 dB (port match), and from about 1 dB to about 10 
dB (L-port to I- and R-port isolation), often the larger figure 
will be achieved, and even greater figures may be achieved, 
however, these are only a typical range over which improve 
ments may be expected. Because of the very large Voltage 
gain of CMOS gates in the transition region (typically a 
voltage gain on the order of about 1x10), the LO drive 
requirement for the inventive mixer apparatus and method is 
comparable to the most ordinary mixers, that is about 13 
dBm. 
A comparison between Several performance figures for a 

conventional mixer, the inventive Super mixer 32, and a 
direct conversion System is provided immediately below in 
Table I. These performance figures are merely illustrative of 
the nature of performance differences to be expected and are 
not intended to characterize any particular circuit. 

TABLE I 

Comparison of Performance Figures 

Conventional Inventive Super- Direct Conversion 
Mixer Mixer System 

Insertion Loss -7 dB 6 dB 8.5 dB 
Noise Figure 8 dB 7.5 dB 9.5 dB 
IIP3 +35 dBm +50 dBm +45 dBm 
IIP2 +65 DBm +100 dBm +95 dBm 
LO Drive Level +2.3 dBm +13 dBm +16 dBm 
MXM >70 dB >95 dB >95 dB 
Amplitude & Phase <0.2 dB & 
Balance <0.1 degree 

These features and advantages of the Square wave drive 
circuit and method as well as other features and advantages 
of the present invention will no doubt become clear to those 
of ordinary skill in the art after having read the following 
detailed description of preferred embodiments of the inven 
tive mixer device 32 which are illustrated in the following 
figures. 

Although the Sinusoidal-to-Square wave generation or 
conversion circuit may be used in other than radio receivers, 
and for other than mixer applications, the regeneration 
circuit design is described in greater detail relative to 
embodiments of an up-frequency and down-frequency con 
vention below. 
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The inventive mixer may be advantageously configured as 

an up-frequency converter or as a down frequency converter. 
A simple embodiment of the inventive mixer is described 
relative to FIGS. 2 and 3. The operation and structure of the 
up converter are described relative to the illustration in FIG. 
4, after which minor difference in Structure and operation are 
described for the Second embodiment configured as a down 
converter are described relative to FIG. 5. 
With reference to FIG. 2, there is shown a simple embodi 

ment of the inventive triple balanced reflection mixer 100. 
Mixer 100 includes four primary functional components. A 
first functional component, the phase Splitter 110, receives a 
Local Oscillator (LO) signal from an external LO signal 
source (not shown) at LO input port 120 and splits the LO 
Signal into two separate phases to generate a pair of phase 
complementary output signals (gp1, gp2). Phase splitter 110 
may also include ground isolation circuitry 115, Such as 
ground isolation transformers 115a, 115b provided for each 
Split phase or other means for providing ground isolation as 
is known in the art. Alternatively, and advantageously the 
ground isolation 115 may be provided by means Separate 
from the phase splitter 110. The phase complementary 
Signals (p, qp) in the present context are signals that have 
Substantially equal amplitude and 180-degree phase differ 
ence between them. The floating or differential Signal output 
by the ground isolation circuitry 115 are designated (p and 
(p. in FIG. 2. 
A Second functional component, the Square wave genera 

tor 130, receives the two split phase floating sinusoidal 
Signals from ground isolator 115 or from an integrated phase 
Splitter 110 and ground isolation circuit 115, and generates 
a pair of “floating” (or differential) square wave switch drive 
output signals (pe (p). The Square Wave signals are 
termed “floating” (or differential) because they are generated 
by a circuit which is isolated from ground, Such as Via 
isolation transformers. The Square wave generator circuit 
130 is only capable of injecting a current into a load that is 
connected across the two FET gate terminals 160, 170, and 
will not generally inject current into a load that has ground 
as the return path because the balanced circuit is isolated 
from ground, and does not desire to Send current into a 
grounded circuit terminal or node. 
A third functional component, Switching network 150, 

here including two four-terminal Switches 160, 170, one for 
each Switch drive signal (p1, P2, and advantageously 
implemented with two pairs of serially connected MESFETs 
(161, 162 and 171, 172) which receives the differential 
Square wave output signals. In this embodiment, each two or 
pair of FETs (Q1, Q2 or Q3, Q4) forms a four terminal 
switching circuit (160, 170) such that each Switching circuit 
has two input terminals and two output terminals, and that, 
in total, eight terminals exit from Switching network 150. 
The Switching circuits 160, 170 are switched to complemen 
tary ON and OFF conduction states by the square wave 
output Signals during each half cycle of the LO input signal, 
one ON, one OFF. 

Switching network 150 is connected to the reflection 
plane 190 of a fourth functional component, the RF/IF balun 
network 180. A Radio-Frequency (RF) signal is applied to 
mixer 100 at RF signal input port 200, and enters the RF/IF 
balun network 180. The RF/IF balun network 180 advanta 
geously includes a balanced reflection transformer 210 hav 
ing reflection plane 190. The ON or OFF conduction states 
of the Switching network Switch circuits 160, 170 provide 
the desired reflection characteristics, including occurrence 
and non-occurrence of Signal phase reversal at the reflection 
plane 190. For a down converter implementation, the input 
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RF energy reflects from Switching network 150 and an IF 
Signal emerges into an IF isolation transformer 220 and exits 
the mixer 100 at the IF output port 230. Advantageously, the 
structures of the aforementioned phase splitter 110, isolation 
circuit 115, Square wave generator 130, Switching network 
150, and RF/IF balun 180 are selected to maximize second 
order intermodulation Suppression, optimally correct any 
capacitive asymmetry that may be present in the RF/IF balun 
network 150, and are sized to prevent undue loading of the 
ground isolation circuit 115, Such as ground isolation trans 
formers 115a, 115b on the IF isolation transformer 220 or 
RF isolation transformer 222. 
We now describe a simple embodiment of Switching 

network drive circuit 301 coupled to Switching network 150 
with respect to the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3. In this 
embodiment, phase splitter 302 also provides a ground 
isolation function and both phase Splitting of the input LO 
Sinusoidal Signal are implemented with a passive trans 
former 306. In general, passive means Such as a transformer 
having no Semiconductors may be used, or alternatively, 
active means Such as an amplifier, or floating logic gate 
circuit may be used, as well as other ground isolation 
Structures and methods, as are known in the art. Square wave 
generation circuit 130 includes separate gates 310, 312 for 
each LO input Signal phase output the phase splitter and the 
output of each gate 310, 312 is separately fed to a different 
switching circuit 160, 170. 
Exemplary Up-frequency Converter Super-Mixer Embodi 
ment 

An exemplary embodiment of an up-frequency converter 
is now described relative to the structure in FIG. 4. Each of 
the five major functional components identified relative to 
the simple embodiment in FIG. 2 are now described in 
greater detail. Those workers having ordinary skill in the art 
will realize, in light of the disclosure provided herein, that 
each of the functional components has utility Separate from 
the combination. For example, the Square wave drive may be 
applied to other than triple-balanced mixers, or to mixers 
that are transmission type rather than reflection type, and 
that the phase splitter and/or ground isolation means, are 
optional for Some application, and may be provided by 
different circuits. For example, the phase splitter circuit 110 
is not needed for mixers that do not use a balanced local 
oscillator or a complementary local oscillator. 

Reference to input port and output port are indented to 
pertain to this particular embodiment of an up-frequency 
connector in the mixer environment; however, it is under 
stood that the mixer has a first or input port and a Second or 
output port and that depending upon the application, the 
input port may have higher, lower, or Substantially the same 
frequency as the output port, and that more generally, the 
first and Second ports may receive or deliver a signal to the 
ports. 

The LO Phase Splitter is now described relative to the 
mixer 600 embodiment in FIG. 4. The LO signal from which 
is derived the Switch signal is input at L port 622 where it 
enterS LO signal conditional circuitry and phase splitter 
transformer T1623. Resisters R12, R13, R14, R15 (624, 
625, 626, 627) ensure good impedance match for the two 50 
ohm outputs (terminal pairs 1, 2 and 3, 4) of the transformer 
623 while maintaining good match at input L-port 622. 
Capacitors C18, C19, C20 (628, 629, 630) are DC blocking 
capacitors. Two independent bias Voltages V, 634 and 
V, 635 are injected into the FET circuitry via transformer 
T1, inductors L2-L3 (632, 633), and bypass capacitors C21 
636 and C22 638 and provide bias voltage for circuits in 
order to place FETs in their linear region. The output of 
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phase splitter 621, and more specifically transformer 623, 
generates first and Second (cp1, gp2) balanced signals that 
have matched Signal characteristics. 
The two LO outputs from phase splitter transformer 623 

are Separately fed to first and Second isolation transformers 
T2 642 and T3 643 each of which receives a two-terminal 
input (p1 or p2 and generates a ground (or other voltage 
referenced) isolated floating two-terminal output which is 
communicated to Square wave generator circuit 640. 

Square wave generator circuit 640, 641 receives each 
output of the phase splitter 621 via isolation transformers T2 
642 or T3 643. DC bias voltage from the phase splitter 
circuit 621 passes through isolation transformer T2 and T3, 
and though resistors R6 644 and R7 645, and Supplies the 
CMOS “AND” gates U1646 and U2 647 respectively. Here, 
U1 and U2 are 74AHC1G08 AND gates made by Texas 
Instruments, Inc. The Structure and operation of Square wave 
circuits 640, 641 are the same so that only circuit 640 is 
described in detail. With respect to Square wave generator 
circuit 640, current returns through transformer T2 to 
ground. The bias Supply Voltages are locally bypassed by 
capacitor C12 648 (or C13 649). Resister R6 644 (or R7645) 
doubles as a termination resister for transformer T2 (or T3). 
One input 653 of gate U1 is tied to the bias Supply, while the 
other input 654 is biased to half voltage by means of resister 
divider network R8 641 and R9 652. Capacitor C14 654 
couples the LO signal to gate U1646 without disturbing the 
gate U1 bias point. Pins 4655 and 3 656 of U1 form a first 
floating Square wave output at terminals 661 and 662. An 
identical Second Square wave generator 651 is fed by trans 
former T3 in analogous manner to form a Second floating 
square wave output at terminals 663 and 664. 
The use of transformer T1 623 at the output of phase 

Splitter to provide Some isolation from ground may be 
adequate for certain applications. In Such cases, transformers 
T2 642 and T3 643 would not be required and the phase 
Splitter outputs would be sent directly into the Square wave 
generator circuits 640, 641. Transformers T2 and T3 serve to 
better isolate the floating circuitry, that is gates U1646 and 
U2 647, and their Surrounding components from ground. 
And, at the same time the burden of achieving the floating 
condition is advantageously removed from the phase splitter 
transformer T1623, so that the two operations (LO signal 
phase splitting and ground isolation) may be separated and 
more precisely achieved by providing explicit separate 
transformers for each one operation. That is, transformer T1 
is responsible for phase splitting, and transformerS T2 and 
T3 are responsible for ground isolation, and each can be 
designed to optimally perform its function. 
The inventive circuit 600 phase splitter and ground iso 

lation means provides benefits or conveniences in addition 
to those already described. For example, a DC current path 
from the common sources (S1, S2) of the mixing FETs to 
ground is advantageously provided by transformers T2 and 
T3. Providing the transformers T2 and T3 in the circuit also 
provides the ground isolation very nicely without partici 
pating in the phase splitting function, and the phase splitter 
621 accomplishes its job without having to generate a large 
amount of ground isolation. In fact, for this embodiment, 
phase Splitter 621 does not have to generate any ground 
isolation because terminal pin 2 of transformer T1 is AC 
coupled directly to ground So that it is still a ground 
referenced Signal. Terminal pin 3 for the Second phase is also 
AC coupled to ground in like manner. Furthermore, phase 
Splitting is more readily accomplished if one can maintain a 
ground referenced Signal during the phase Splitting 
operation, and then isolate those split Signals from ground. 
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While one may accomplish phase splitting in a Single ground 
isolated circuit, typically the accuracy of the operation is 
diminished when it is accomplished by a single transformer. 

Square wave generation circuits 640 and 641, Such as 
logic gates U1 and U2, may be implemented by NAND, 
AND, OR, NOR, XOR, XNOR gates with appropriate 
modification to the circuit, as well as other So-called primi 
tive gates. A gate is designed to generate two discrete logic 
levels (about 0 volts and about 5 volts for CMOS) repre 
sentative of the two levels of a square wave. These two 
levels as well as the Voltage range provided by the logic gate 
are convenient for driving the mixing FETs, if the input is 
made to toggle from a one “1” to Zero “0” by any means, 
whether it be another Square wave (which is a traditional 
input to a for a logic circuit non-mixer application gate) or 
by a sinusoidal wave of proper amplitude, then the output of 
the logic gate will look like a Square wave. It will toggle 
rapidly between “0” and “1” states and spend very little time 
in transition between the states. This is a highly desirable 
waveform shape for driving the mixing FETs. It is low-cost, 
physically Small because the logic gates are integrated onto 
a single chip, easy to float in an RF circuit, and it consumes 
extremely small power (on the order of about 35 milliwatts) 
per gate. 

Because the logic gates each generate two discreet levels 
(for example, about Zero (0) volts and about five (5) volts for 
micro-gate logic family), the amplitude of the gate output is 
limited, and the output level does not correspond to a high 
amplitude Sinusoidal signal except that in the Sense that the 
Slew rate of the Square wave gate output Signal is very high, 
this high slew rate has the effect of a very large amplitude 
Sinusoid in terms of minimizing the period of time spent in 
transition between ON and OFF conduction States of the 
FETs. The need for a high sinusoidal LO drive level is 
therefore alleviated by the greatly improved high slew 
(Square wave) drive waveform shape, hence, only about 20 
milliwatt (mW) of power is required to operate the inventive 
structure. This compares to about 200 milliwatt for conven 
tional Structures. The benefit is achieved because the shape 
of the Square wave is ideal, or at least more nearly ideal than 
the conventional Sinusoidal signal. 

Power consumption is also reduced because the gate does 
not drive a resistive load, rather it drives the Small capacitive 
load of the FET junction capacitance. Impressing a Voltage 
waveform acroSS a capacitive load does not use or consume 
power in the manner that impressing a Voltage waveform 
acroSS a resistive load would. In general, it is good design 
practice for one circuit component to provide a good match 
with other circuit components and with the System as a 
whole, Such that the power incident on an input port of the 
circuit should be properly terminated and converted to heat 
rather than reflected (unless Such reflections are desired in a 
particular circuit). If the operating power of a circuit is high, 
then the power consumed is also high because all the energy 
required by the circuit is normally converted to heat when 
the circuit is properly terminated to eliminate reflections. 
One embodiment of the inventive circuit only terminates 

about 13 dBm, which is 28 milliwatts. The circuit thereafter 
generates Somewhat larger Signal levels, which are more 
ideally shaped, but these Signals are applied to a capacitive 
load and are not terminated into any resistive load. In fact, 
the Signals are presented to the capacitive load of the FET 
gate, So that the inventive circuit is “power conservative' 
and the gates themselves require minimal power, typically 
only about 35 milliwatts to perform their mixing function. 
This circuit is therefore far more power conservative than 
conventional circuits that would use or require a large 
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16 
magnitude conventional Sinusoidal signal LO drive, or LO 
drive coupled to a high gain amplifier to provide the 200 
milliwatt operating power. 

This inventive power conservation feature is advanta 
geous for portable or battery powered radio products, and 
could for example be of great benefit in a mobile commu 
nication handset, in that better performance would be 
obtained at considerably lower power than is obtainable with 
conventional Structures. The invention therefore provides 
for power conservation in mobile radioS and modems, 
cellular telephones, and any other devices that use a mixer, 
especially for battery-powered devices where battery life 
and/or radiated power for a particular operating time are a 
Significant concerns. Of course even in Stationary or non 
battery powered applications, the benefits of power conser 
vation would be achieved. In both mobile and stationary 
application, heat generation and dissipation concerns that 
may reduce product life are also reduced. Satellite developed 
communication devices (typically dependent on battery, fuel 
cell, or Solar power) employing large mixers may also 
benefit as a result of reduced operating power and reduced 
thermal power generation. 

Separate phases (cp1, gp2) of sinusoidal LO signal are 
coupled to terminals of first and Second logic gates 121, 122, 
here CMOS “AND” gates, such as the 74AHC1G08 manu 
factured by Texas Instruments. Those workers having ordi 
nary skill in the art in light of this disclosure will appreciate 
that logic gates 121, 122 other than “AND” gates, Such as, 
but not limited to, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR, and that other 
logic gates may be used either alone or with the addition of 
additional gates or conditioning circuitry, and that logic 
families other than CMOS, Such as, but not limited to TTL, 
ECL, or other logic families may be used to implement the 
Selected gates. 
The gates 205, 206 form the square wave generator circuit 

and may alternatively be replaced with other circuits or 
devices which generate a high slew rate signal in response 
to the input sinusoid. For example, Schottkey diodes may be 
used in place of gates to increase the mixers applicability 
into the gigahertz (GHz) frequency range. Furthermore, it 
may be desirable to isolate the diodes from ground by 
providing ground isolation either within the phase splitter 
means or as a floating drive circuit. In Some circuit topolo 
gies ground isolation may not be required. 

Independent bias voltage inputs for the two CMOS 
“AND” gates allows precise trimming of the output Square 
wave amplitudes, which is useful in optimizing Second order 
intercept point. Due to the excellent gain of the CMOS logic 
gates, very little LO sinusoidal drive power is required. 
Potentially as little as 0 dBm of LO sinusoidal signal drive 
applied to the gates would still result in normal mixer 
operation. One embodiment of the inventive mixer device 
achieves a conversion loSS of about 6 dB, a noise figure of 
about 7 dB, a port return loss of about 15 dB, isolation 
between any ports greater than about 40 dB, and input IP2 
of about 90 dBm, and input IP3 of about 45 dBm. These 
input intercept points (IIP2 AND IIP3) are achieved with 
only a +13 dBm LO sinusoidal drive level. 

In an alternative exemplary mixer configuration (not 
shown) that provides Source-to-Source Serially connected 
FETs with grounded Source, Such mixer would also advan 
tageously be provided with Square wave LO signal derived 
drive. However, since the FET source terminals of Such a 
mixer would be grounded, and the load connected to the 
mixer would be ground referenced, there is no need for a 
phase splitter. Such mixer configuration would only require 
the logic gate to receive the Sinusoidal LO input Signal 
directly. 
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In yet another alternative embodiment, if the load is 
merely grounded or ground referenced, then providing a 
floating Square wave drive differentially placed across the 
FET gate and Source terminals, there is no need for a 
balanced circuit, and one may use an unbalanced diplexer 
with its utility and advantages. Here, no phase splitter would 
be needed, but a transformer would be provided to achieve 
ground isolation. 

Therefore, it should be understood, that the use of Square 
waves for driving the FETswitches is useful, and even more 
Significantly, the use of non-ground referenced floating drive 
is compelling, and that greater benefit to performance is 
achieved by the combination of the square wave drive with 
floating or differential drive features. 

Mixers are used in communications electronics including 
cellular communication Systems and devices, Space 
communications, ground communication Stations, instru 
mentation and test equipment, no name only a few mixer 
applications. The particular embodiment of the device being 
shown and described with respect to FIG. 4 may have a 
useful bandwidth up to several hundred Megahertz. But, 
with appropriate modifications readily appreciated, in light 
of the disclosure provided herein, by workers in the art, other 
embodiments of the invention readily extend this bandwidth 
range to tens of Gigahertz. For example, the invention may 
also be used in a base Station application where there may be 
more than one mixing or frequency conversion proceSS 
during the down-conversion of the incoming 900 Mhz or 
higher frequency signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) 
Signal, and then a Second down-conversion from that IF to 
baseband. In this base Station application, the inventive 
mixer device may be used for the second (IF-to-baseband) 
conversion to obtain very high linearity. This makes Sense 
because the back end of Such a system normally has the gain 
of previous Stages to contend with, and So it is working at 
higher signal levels. Preservation of the higher levels of 
linearity are important in those back end Stages in order to 
preserve the intercept point of the whole receiver. 

There are other Square wave regenerating devices and 
methods other than logic gates that could be floated in the 
manner described here, that have bandwidths up to one or a 
few gigahertz. Specifically, a method using Step-recovery 
diodes as the Square wave generation means may be applied 
up to about a few gigahertz, and which may be implemented 
in a Small size within a floating environment. An amplifier 
run in hard Saturation will also convert a sinusoidal wave 
into a Square wave by clipping it Symmetrically. Even a 
simpler embodiment of the mixer circuit may be provided 
that would allow the level of the sine wave be fairly high and 
by using back-to-back Schottky diodes the large amplitude 
Sine wave would be clipped into a lower amplitude Square 
wave. While this alternative technique would not be very 
power efficient, requiring relatively large Sine wave power 
levels, it would be elegant, and could be implemented at 
microwave frequencies up to Several to tens of gigahertz, for 
example from about 1 GHz to 50 GHz or more. Therefore, 
Such a circuit may also be provide for operation a cellular 
band and/or PCS band frequencies. 

Small physical device or component size is important 
when trying to float a component because large physical 
dimensions typically imply a large amount of coupling 
capacitive or inductive parasitics between the component 
and the ground plane of the circuit or to the enclosure of the 
circuit. By keeping dimensions of the logic gates that 
generate the Square wave Small (easily accomplished using 
readily available commercial logic gate chips or custom 
designed and fabricated logic gates), the coupling is mini 
mized and it is possible to float circuits and isolate them 
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from ground and from the enclosure very effectively. These 
commercial logic gates cost on the order of less than a dollar 
per gate in Small numbers, and fractions of a dollar per gate 
in quantity So that use of Such gates in the mixer has 
Significant cost advantages as well as performance advan 
tageS. 

Switching devices, such as FETs, have undesirable char 
acteristics at points of transition in replicating a short circuit 
and an open circuit. For a Switching device, one prefers the 
device to be operating as either a short or as an open circuit, 
and rapidly toggling between the two States. In order to get 
between the States, the Switching device must pass through 
a transition State. It is during the transition State or phase that 
the transistor, diode, or other Switching element or circuit 
being used, displays the maximum amount of nonlinearity, 
generates the maximum amount of distortion components, 
and injects a maximum amount of noise into the circuit. The 
perturbation (or destruction) of mixer port-match and mixer 
isolation is also typically worse during the transition phase 
than at any other time because the non-ideal (and typically 
time varying) impedance value exhibited by the Switch 
during the transition, is a different impedance than the circuit 
has been designed to have. Therefore, the faster the Switch 
moves through the transition phase, the less time the mixer 
circuit has to endure the hardships associated with transition 
phase characteristics. An "ideal” Square wave is infinitely 
fast and does not spend any time in the transition. The ideal 
Square wave also has a fifty-percent (50%) duty cycle and 
perfect Signal Symmetry (e.g. 180 degrees). Feedback circuits 
can also optionally be used to insure that perfect Symmetry 
and duty cycle characteristics are precisely maintained over 
a range of operating conditions and environments. In prac 
tical terms, a real Square wave or pseudo-Square wave form 
by high slew rate but which is somewhat bandwidth limited 
transits the transition phase in a minimum time. For these 
and other reasons, the Square wave is an optimal waveform 
for driving a mixing device. 

All of the benefits for method an structure for reducing 
intermodulation distortion as a result of back-to-back 
(Source-to-source) serial connection of the FETs making up 
a switch in U.S. Pat. No. 5,513,390 which is incorporated 
herein by reference remain valid, and the use of the Square 
wave to drive the FETswitches further reduces the distortion 
that might otherwise require cancellation, and also provides 
the additional benefits already described. The pair of series 
connected mixing FETs in the inventive mixer device offer 
the benefit of improved linearity and reduced distortion over 
that of a single FET. 
With respect to the Signal mixing Structures and methods 

generally, the use of Series connected (Source-to-Source) 
Field Effect Transitions (FETs) to reduce intermodulation 
distortion in a mixer and other advantages has been 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/574,071, 
copending with this application and titled Method and 
Apparatus For Reducing Intermodulation Distortion in a 
Mixer. 

FIG. 6 aids in illustrating how back-to-back FETs cancel 
intermodulation distortion in the mixer circuit. For the 
circuit of FIG. 6, the gate-to-source voltages for each FET 
are equal and also equal to the FET control Voltage. 
Furthermore, for each FET the SUM of the gate-to-source 
Voltage and the Source-to-drain Voltage is equal to the 
gate-to-drain Voltage. Therefore, 
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To a first approximation, VSid=-Vsd where Vsd is the 
Source-to-drain Voltage across transistor Q1, and Vsd is 
the Source-to-drain Voltage acroSS transistor Q2. Also, to a 
first approximation, AR =cxAV, which says that the 
channel resistance across the drain-to-Source channel (AR) 
is linear (to a multiplicative constant c) to gate bias Voltage 
(AV). This assumption is nearly correct during the time 
that the FETs are heavily conductive. Note that the two FETs 
are ideally matched Such that they behave the Same, and let 
Rdd be the total series resistance of the two FETs Q1 and 
Q2, and the change of channel resistance ARdd be that 
component of the channel resistance causing intermodula 
tion distortion. Then, 

The Small signal passes through the FET channel combina 
tion without controlling its resistance. This condition is 
equivalent to infinite intermodulation Suppression. This is 
the technique used in mixer to help reduce intermodulation 
distortion. 

Aspects of distortion cancellation in Series connected 
FETs is now described. When a signal voltage is applied to 
the drain of a FET, there exists a voltage V =V, across the 
channel of the FET. Regardless of the gate Voltage, the 
channel resistance (and impedance) of the FET is not 
constant, but is modulated by the voltage V. The result or 
effect of this process is nonlinearity distortion signals gen 
erated across the channel and appearing as a distortion 
voltage V. Hence, the total voltage across the FET drain 
to Source channel (V) is the Sum of the Signal voltage 
(V) plus the distortion voltage (V); Such that: 

V=V. sist Vaisr 

In general, the distortion signal can be separated into two 
distinct components. The first component is the “odd order” 
distortion Voltage (V). It has the property of retaining 
the Sign information of the Signal Voltage that caused it, 
whence: 

On the other hand, the “even order' distortion voltage 
(Vne) does not retain the sign information, So that: 

Vaist,even Vie)-Vaist,even (Vis) 

When two FETs are connected serially back-to-back, with 
their respective Sources tied to one another and their respec 
tive gates tied to one another, a signal voltage V, can be 
applied to the FET pair as a potential difference between the 
two drains D and D. This results in the relationships: 

V=V. sig 

sig 

where V is the drain-to-source voltage for the first FET 
and V is the drain-to-Source Voltage for the Second FET 
and the total Voltage is split between the two. Taking the 
distortion components into account, the relevant Voltages 
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Utilizing the definitions of even and odd order distortion 
described above, it follows that: 

When this connection of FETs occurs in a mixer, the 
distortion that is coupled to the Surrounding circuitry and to 
the output port of the mixer is the difference in potential 
between the two drains: 

Thus, in theory complete cancellation of the even order 
distortion can occur, while no cancellation of odd order 
distortion is obtained. These relationships hold irrespective 
of whether the FET drain D is grounded or not. 

Several benefits follow from the FET pair connectivity 
and Voltage relationships. First, complete cancellation of 
intermodulation distortion requires that the distortion be 
generated in precisely equal magnitude within each of the 
two FETs, and Summed in opposite directions to achieve 
the distortion cancellation. Where Some slight variation in 
magnitude may be present, Such as might be present by 
normal device proceSS Variation, the distortion is reduced 
commensurate with the degree of matching. 

Second, the generation of equal magnitude distortion by 
each transistor (FET) requires that the transistors have 
identical gate-source voltages (V) at all times, that is 
during all phases of the control (e.g. local oscillator) signal. 
This second condition is strictly true in the invention 
because the two FETs have common gate terminals and 
common Source terminals, So that these terminal pairs are 
always at the same Voltage potential independent of the 
absolute Voltage potential or time. 

Third, distortion cancellation also benefits from having 
the same drain-to-source (V) voltage for the two FET's in 
each Switch at all times. This condition also is present 
because the identical gate-to-source voltage (V) results in 
the same channel resistance for the two FETs, which results 
in an identical Voltage drop across the two FET channels. 

Finally, the distortion produced by each of the two FETs 
operating as a pair is Summed by means of the back-to-back 
serial connectivity between the two FETs, so that the dis 
tortion is canceled. This condition is met in the invention by 
the common source connection of the two FETs, and by the 
connection of the two drains of the FET pair to the mixer 
ports. 

Conversion loSS, noise figure, and intermodulation Sup 
pression are even further enhanced by the use of a Square 
wave gate drive. The Square wave Switches the mixing FETS 
rapidly between ON and OFF states, thus avoiding the lossy 
and Strongly nonlinear transition State Substantially. Further 
improvements in Second order intermodulation Suppression 
are achieved by providing precise balance in the mixer 
circuit, which assists in maintaining cancellation of 
unwanted mixer products. The balance desired, and the 
performance achieved in one embodiment, is at least par 
tially attributed to the ideal characteristics of the balanced 
reflection transformer which cancels Second order non 
linearities. 

Isolation transformers are advantageously used at the RF 
and IF ports, as well as at the CMOS gate inputs to preserve 
the balance of the mixing process. The balance is advanta 
geously improved even further by providing a well matched 
LO phase splitter transformer 623 in the mixer 600, where 
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input series resistors (e.g. R12, R13, R14, R15) are added to 
completely eliminate Standing waves in the transformer 623. 
Resistors R12-R15 along with capacitors C19-C20 
decouple the LO signal from the gate bias. This structure 
ensures very accurate phase control. 

Those workers having ordinary skill in the art in light of 
the description provided herein will now appreciate the 
benefit of providing a Square wave Switching drive signal 
but may not immediately appreciate the manner in which the 
inventive Structure and method provide the means for 
achieving a Square wave drive in the mixer circuit or within 
the direct drive receiver System without adversely effecting 
other conditions of the circuit or System in order to obtain 
high-performance. The inventive Structure provides a Syn 
ergistic Set of Structures and processor to introduce Square 
waves into the mixer. Also, to implement the Square wave 
drive, over a broad band of frequencies in balanced form, 
and/or in ground isolated form is difficult and not disclosed 
or Suggested by conventional Structure or methods know to 
the inventors. 

If the Square waves were merely generated at a point in 
the circuit where the Square wave signals were Still ground 
referenced, a portion of the mixer circuit design might be 
Somewhat Simplified as compared to the inventive mixer 
circuit in which the Square wave drive Signals are generated 
Separate from ground isolation; however, in Such a circuit, 
there would be a further requirement to pass the ground 
referenced Square wave through an isolation transformer. 

It is well known that Square waves have a very large 
bandwidth. Unless the transformer(s) had incredibly high 
performance, including of course a very large bandwidth, 
such isolation transformer(s) would bandwidth limit and 
otherwise distort the Square wave, and one would wind up 
with a distorted output Signal that might no longer look or 
perform like the input Square wave and would no longer 
work to drive the Switches as required. Implementation of 
Such very high performance transformer with its associated 
high costs in a mixer would probably not be practical, even 
if Such an optimal transformer were available. It is also 
noted that digital circuits having logic gates, Such as CMOS 
“AND” gates, are generally ground referenced, So that 
application of digital gates in a floating Signal environment 
particularly in an analog circuit is advantageous but quite 
unusual. Finally, it should be noted that Square wave drive 
(in floating or non-floating environment) Such as a Square 
wave device using digital logic gates, is also applicable apart 
from mixer circuit. 
The FET Switching Networks 668, 669 are now described 

relative to the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4. FET pair Q1 
is formed from a pair of identical MESFETs each having a 
drain (D1, D2), a gate (G1, G2), and a source (S1, S2) 
connected together to form a four terminal Switching circuit 
671. The first Switch circuit 671 is switched on and off by the 
Square wave output of gate U1 646, which is capacitively 
coupled to the gates of Q1 via capacitor C10 673. Note that 
the gates of the FETS making up Q1 are tied directly together 
and that the Sources are also connected together So that the 
two FETs are connected Serially back-to-back (Source-to 
source). Capacitors C10 and C11 serve to allow the gate 
terminal of Q1 to self bias while resistors R4 and R5 acts to 
further control the Self bias point by a gate ground return. 
The second Switching circuit Q2 672, capacitor C11 674, 
and resistor R5 680 function in a like manner. Resistor R3 
682 ties the two switching networks 668, 669 together at the 
common FET Source nodes and how a resistance value (here 
150 ohm) is chosen to maximize Second order intermodu 
lation Suppression. Second order intermodulation Suppres 
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sion is positively affected by R3 because it keeps Q1 and Q2 
at equal potentials but isolates them. 
The exemplary RF/IF Balun Network 583 is now 

described relative to the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4. 
Transformers T4, T5 and T6 (684, 685, 686) operate as a 
balun network 687. For a mixer operating as a down 
converter, RF signal energy enters the mixer at the R-port 
688 where it is ground isolated by RF port isolation trans 
former T6 686, through DC blocking capacitors C1 689 and 
C2 690 as the RF signal enters balanced reflection trans 
former T4684. Switching networks Q1 and Q2 (671, 672) 
are connected to the reflection plane 691 of transformer T4 
634 such that the RF signal energy reflects off Q1-Q2 and 
emerges as the IF signal into IF isolation transformer T5 685 
and out the I-port 692. Slight capacitive asymmetry in the 
balun network, if any, may be trimmed out by means of 
capacitors C6 693, C7 694, C8695, and C9696. Means for 
injecting a drain bias at Vdd bias for Q1 and Q2 is provided 
by filtering network C3 697, C4 698, and C5 599 and L1 
700, and by resistors R1701, R2 702 and R16703, R17704. 
The four resistors (R1,R2, R16, R17) are chosen to prevent 
undue loading of the RF isolation transformer T6 and T4. 
Exemplary Down-Frequency Converter Super-Mixer 
Embodiment 
Having described an embodiment relative to the circuit in 

FIG. 4, we now describe a second mixer 700 embodiment 
that is particularly Suited for a down-frequency convertor 
mixing circuit with respect to FIG. 5. It will be evident from 
inspection of the circuits in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, that the 
primary functional and structural components are the same 
for the two embodiments, and that only the RF/IF balun 
network circuits have been modified. In particular, the 
capacitors C6 693, C7 694, C8695, and C9696 provided in 
the circuit of the up-converter shown in FIG. 4, have been 
eliminated in the down connector embodiment of FIG. 5, 
and replaced with capacitor C6 (1.8 pF) connected to the 
drain (D) terminal of the upper FET in Switch Q2 in the 
embodiment of FIG. 5. The use of the R port and I port have 
also been reversed in the two embodiments. These different 
elements provide more optimal operation desired for up- or 
down-frequency converter operation in the respective 
circuits, however, either embodiment may be used for up- or 
down-conversion with Some performance loSS. 
A third alternative mixer 800 embodiment is illustrated in 

FIG. 7. In this embodiment, several clearly optional com 
ponents have been eliminated from the mixer circuit. Here, 
for example, the resistive networks R16, R18, R19, R1 and 
R17, R20, R21, R2 provided in this serial-parallel combi 
nation of FIGS. 4 and 5 for power handling receivers have 
been simplified to two resistors RA, RB. Also, the resistors 
provided in the LO input stage (R14, R15, R12, R13) for LO 
decoupling have been eliminated, as have resistorS R4, R5 
for FET gate self bias in the gate drive circuit. 
A further performance improvement to the inventive 

mixer (both up- and down-frequency conversion mixers) 
may be realized by providing temperature compensation 
circuity to compensate the logic gate circuits for operating 
temperature. In such an embodiment show in FIG. 8, a 
Voltage divider pair of resistors pull-off of the V. Voltage 
Supply terminal of the chip, divide the Voltage in half and put 
the half Voltage in the gate to Set the operating point. This 
compensation is desirable because it was discovered that 
going over the operating temperature range of the mixer, 
Some compensation is at least desirable because the particu 
lar CMOS gate (Model No. 74AHC1GOB) manufactured by 
of Texas Instruments, Inc. has an internal reference Voltage 
that may drift with temperature and it is desirable for the bias 
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point to drift with the drifting reference Voltage. AS the 
ambient temperature changes, the temperature Sensor puts 
out a proportional Voltage. Initially, at room temperature, 
resistor R2 is set for 5 volts for gate bias. As the temperature 
changes, this initial Voltage at R3 is adjusted at the tem 
perature limits of -10 C. and +60 C. to compensate for gate 
bias changes. 
Exemplary Homodyne and Heterodyne System Topologies 
that Include Super-Mixers 

Having described the inventive Super-mixer in Some 
detail, we now turn our attention to particular radio/tuner/ 
transmitter/receiver topologies in which the inventive Super 
mixer 32 may advantageously be used. 

These structures and the methodological procedures 
described below use the Super-mixer to overcome problems 
and limitations of the prior art described earlier. We begin by 
addressing Some of the practical and theoretical problems 
that have limited conventional devices and Systems, and the 
manner that the invention improves on the prior-art 
performance, followed by more detailed descriptions of the 
Structure and operation of particular embodiments of these 
homodyne, heterodyne, and Super-mixer topologies. 

Briefly, one aspect of the present invention includes a 
mixer device Structure 32 and mixing method, and structure 
and method for a tuner and transmitter/receiver. Depending 
upon the implementation, either homodyne or heterodyne 
tunerS and/or receiver/transmitters may be provided, and 
reference to either type in this disclosure is not to be 
construed as limiting the invention to one type or the other. 
Generally, we will refer to tuner, receiver, or transmitter, and 
the particular type will be apparent from the Structure shown 
or described, or the description will be applicable to all 
types. 
We first describe an overview of radio tuner structure, 

function, performance and design parameters and techniques 
So that the inventive receiver/transmitter, radio tuner, and 
component mixer may be more readily understood when 
described in greater detail following this overview. 

The inventive tuner has high-dynamic-range, and may be 
used to convert wireleSS spectrums down to baseband. 
Analog to Digital (A/D) Converters digitize the analog 
Spectrum and Digital Signal Processors extract the modula 
tion intelligence from the Signal. When required, Digital to 
Analog (D/A) Converters can reproduce any part of the 
input spectrum at baseband or any modulation back to 
analog form. This entire conversion process illustrated rela 
tive to FIG. 9, should ideally replicate the wireless spectrum 
exactly with no distortion added at any stage or Step of the 
process. One can measure this distortion leSS process as a 
function of dynamic range. The inventive tuner keepS up 
with the State of the art Stages and provides more than 
Sufficient performance which meets or exceeds the dynamic 
range of next-generation high performance 14-bit and 16 bit 
A/D Converters. 

FIG. 10 shows a digital conversion system topology. The 
final IF is band-limited with a standing acoustic wave 
(SAW) filter, converted to baseband, low-pass filtered, and 
amplified to the drive level required by the A/D converter, 
typically about 1 to 2 volts. This process must provide 
enough Selectivity to prevent the A/D converter from con 
Verting image and alias Spectral components and producing 
Spurious signals. 

For this digitizing process, we define dynamic range as 
the ability to replicate large and Small signals in the presence 
of noise with no or Substantially no distortion producing 
spurious signals (FIG. 11). Bandwidth, in the form of 
A/D-converter bit resolution for post processing, can reduce 
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or raise the noise floor as shown in FIG. 12. One can best 
express distortion tests in tuners in terms of Second-and 
third-order intercept points (IP2 and IP3). These artificial 
intercept points are calculated as the result of two signals 
causing distortion product signals when their frequency 
relationship to the tuned Signal is: 

fif, for IP2: 

and 

fi2f, or fi2f, for IP3; 

where f is the frequency of the first signal and f is the 
frequency of the Second Signal. Other ways to express these 
intercept points are as IIP2 or IP3 for the input to a tuner 
stage, or as OIP2 or OIP3 for the output of a tuner stage. The 
output IP differs from the input IP by the gain or loss of the 
Stage. A/D-converter manufacturers have their own unique 
way of Specifying Spurious Signal content. 

Spur-Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) as dB from full scale 
to the spurious signal with two signals being 7 dB from full 
Scale is described relative to FIG. 13. Note that this defini 
tion of SFDR differs from the classic analog form that we 
describe later. 
The A/D-converter performance Specifications control 

how much dynamic range a tuner requires in order to 
faithfully process large and Small Signals, while overcoming 
the A/D-converter noise floor with distortion leSS tuner gain. 
The A/D converter industry has made much progreSS in the 
past few years. Until recently, a State-of-the-art A/D con 
verter for use with a tuner would have 12-bits resolution 
sampled at a 65-MHz clock rate, and 80-dB SFDR over a 
25-MHz bandwidth. 

State-of-the-art A/D converters have at least 14-bits reso 
lution (Some are expected to provide 16-bit resolution) a 
near 100-dB SFDR, a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), and a 
full-scale signal level, and, when clocked at 65 MSPS, will 
support IF bandwidths out to 30 MHz (See FIG. 14). This is 
20-dB higher dynamic range than A/D converters available 
in 1997. 
We now address aspects of the inventive tuner structure 

and function. FIG. 15a is a graph illustrating a 100-dB 
SFDR signal spectrum into these 14-bit A/D converters. The 
tuner requires a capability to process two Signals, without 
producing spurious signals over 100 dB from full scale. The 
final frequency converter processes the largest tuner Signals 
and must supply the A/D converter with up to about 2-volts 
peak-to-peak (P-P) into 800 Ohms as illustrated relative to 
FIG. 15b. The signal transformed down to 50 Ohms should 
be about 2-dBm for full-scale drive. The IP2 and the IP3 
calculation shows the final frequency converter needing an 
IP2 of about +98 dBm and IP3 of about +48 dBm. This 
calculation uses 6 dB as a Safety factor to account for 
possible differences in A/D-converter SFDR and the analog 
drive requirement. No practical A/D-converter driver ampli 
fier known to the inventors can process a signal at -2 dBm 
out to 30 MHz with the second and third harmonic i.e., NXN 
distortion (e.g. 2x2, 3x3, etc.) down 100 dB. Eliminating the 
A/D converter driver amplifier and driving the A/D con 
verter directly from the mixer would require a +4 dBm input, 
an input IP3 of +54 dBm, and an IP2 of +104 dBm. The 
inventive mixer provides performance that meets or exceeds 
these specifications for this final frequency conversion Stage. 
The noise floor (expressed in -dBm)=6.02N+10 log (fs/ 

2), where fS is the sampling frequency and N is the number 
of A/D bits. For a 14-bit A/D, and fs=30 MHz, the noise floor 
is about -160 dBm. An A/D converter for a tuner application 
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may also have a high noise figure. The increased bits of 
resolution of the 14-bit A/D reduces the noise floor as 
compared to earlier 12-bit A/D converters. The noise figure 
(dB) is given by the expression: 

Noise Figure (dB)=-174-SIG-NOISE FLOOR, 
where -174 is the nominal noise floor of a 50 ohm resistor 
in a 1 Hz bandwidth at room temperature, and SIG is iaiscale 

the signal level at full scale. For the 14-bit A/D converter, 
this results in a Noise Figure of 25 dB. With respect to FIG. 
16, and for this description, if the overall tuner requires a 
noise figure of 10 dB, then the overall tuner gain (tg) in front 
of the A/D converter must be approximately 16 dB with a 
very large Signal-handling capability. 

Tuner design is complex, with the competing demands of 
balancing noise figure and dynamic range requires both skill 
and a deep knowledge of preselectors, mixers, amplifiers 
and filter components. Too much gain, to get a better noise 
figure, hurts the intercept points, too little gain cannot 
overcome the high A/D-converter noise figure. These prin 
ciples are understood by workers having ordinary skill in the 
art of mixer design. All Stage component parameters in the 
tuner Signal path contribute to this dilemma. One of a mixer 
designer's first tool for this balancing act is the Gain (G), 
Noise Figure (N), Intercept Point (IP) computer aided design 
(CAD) program-sometimes called a GNIP run or 
Simulation, which programs are known in the art and not 
described further here. 

FIG. 17 illustrates a GNIP run of a hypothetical tuner 
equipped with the best known conventional components 
presently available; and it includes an exemplary inventive 
Super-mixer Structure as the final conversion Stage. Exem 
plary values for Stage gain, Stage noise figure, Stage IP2 and 
IP3, as Well as cumulative Values for Stage gain, Stage noise 
figure, stage IP2 and IP3 are indicated for the GNIP simu 
lated configuration. Note that the preamplifier and first 
mixer severely limit both IP2 and IP3 as recorded in the 
cumulative run. A Sub-Octave preselector can help reduce the 
IP2 requirement, but adds a costly component to the tuner. 

If the mixer and amplifier reverse positions, the IP2 and 
IP3 improve (lower mixer-signal level), but the noise figure 
increases. One can Solve this by using a Super up converter 
followed by a very low-noise amp with an extremely high 
IP3. One need not consider IP2 at this stage, because the 
amplifier processes the signal at the IF frequency. FIG. 18 
shows the GNIP run performance with the new Super 
components. The Super mixer eliminates the costly prese 
lector. FIG. 19 relates the 100-dB dynamic-range Super 
mixer performance to both real-world Signal conditions and 
the classic analog dynamic-range formula. 

FIG. 20 provides some specifications for these mixer 
components. Ideal mixers require perfect or nearly perfect 
Switching functions with no or Substantially no non 
linearities. FIG. 21 is a high level block diagram of one 
embodiment of the mixer showing the IF, RF and LO 
circuits, Switching circuits (FETs) floating driver circuits, 
and the connections therebetween, which may be used either 
for frequency up or down converting. FETs are advanta 
geously Selected and matched or fabricated to a high level of 
exactneSS and precision. The LO circuits that produce nearly 
perfectly Symmetrical Switch Signals only need an external 
drive level of about 100 millivolts. The LO drive circuitry 
and FET switches are embedded on the tuner printed-circuit 
board and need not be confined in a metal can. This allows 
considerable design freedom with circuit-component values 
adjusted for proper balance and drive level. 
One of the most difficult tasks for assessing the inventive 

Structure involves measuring distortion parameters for the 
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inventive mixer and tuner. Only high-level Signals with the 
purest spectral content could be used. Conventional Signal 
generators capable of providing the two-tone test may not be 
generally available, nor may spectrum analyzers that would 
not intermodulate and produce a signal in the wanted-signal 
output-test spectrum. An exemplary test configuration for 
measuring distortion parameters is shown in FIG. 22. Note 
the power amplifiers used to boost the Signals and the 
low-pass filters to clean up the harmonics. The mixer was 
terminated into 1:1 VSWR load for the tests. The converted 
Signal was then notched or low-pass filtered in order to 
measure only the Super-mixer distortion products. 
One embodiment of the inventive mixer is incorporated 

into a Dual Tuner Module (DTM) intended for HF applica 
tions requiring maximum dynamic range in minimum space. 
The particular tuner embodiment specifically interfaces with 
the Hewlett-Packard E1430AA/D Converter for both single 
and multichannel applications. It covers the 0.1 to 32 MHz 
frequency range providing over 95-dB instantaneous SFDR 
in a 4-MHz bandwidth (and 8 MHz option may also be 
implemented). The tuner uses State-of-the-art architecture 
and component technology and achieves an out-of-band IP3 
of from +40 dBm to more than +45 dBm and out-of-band 
IP2 of from +80 dBm to more than +90 dBm, and an overall 
dynamic range of from 95 dB to more than 100 dB. Direct 
and frequency converted paths as illustrated in FIG. 23, 
ensure maximum performance for any frequency. The tuner 
Switches the upper frequency band (here, about 4 to 32 
MHz) to a signal path that amplifies and up converts it to a 
70-MHz first IF. The tuner then amplifies, filters, and down 
converts the signal to near baseband. SAW bandpass filters 
obtain Sharp shape factors and provide constant group-delay 
characteristics. 
The low-band (about 1-4 MHz) and high-band (about 

4-32 MHz) frequency paths again come together for final 
amplification, impedance transformation and filtering. It is 
advantageous that these baseband amplifiers exhibit 
extremely low Spurious output because the Super-mixer does 
not drive an A/D converter directly. An optional internal 
noise Source at the front end of the RF tuner advantageously 
provides built-in-test operations. The inventive embodiment 
gives Special attention to optimizing conversion perfor 
mance by using the inventive mixer Since Spurious outputs 
of the down-conversion mixer and amplifier, as previously 
explained, are critical and can limit the SFDR performance 
of the tuner. The NxN (2x2,3x3, etc., etc.) products are key, 
since they fall within the IF passband. For this particular 
embodiment, this performance is achieved in a Small physi 
cal package with two HF tunerS housed in a single-width 
C-size VXI module. 
With respect to the afore described Automatic Link Estab 

lishment (ALE) or Adaptive HF technology, the inventive 
system provides the required SFDR performance (e.g. 100 
dB of Spur Free Dynamic Range) with a 14-bit or higher-bit 
ADC (that is from about 6 dB to about 9 dB of dynamic 
range per ADC bit) and the capability of providing this 
digitization over a 30 Mhz frequency spectrum. The System 
circuit topology as well as the circuit implementation of the 
FETSuper-mixer also provides this level at a modest cost as 
compared with the cost for conventional approaches even if 
they could Someday achieve the required performance. 
One HF collection topology for the ALE which collects 

all of the HF signal Spectrum in one band using two tuners 
(each including the inventive Super mixer 32) is illustrated 
in FIG. 24. Two tuner sections are used to cut the HF 
bandwidth (here, 2 Mhz. to 30 Mhz) in half (e.g. 9 Mhzi-7 
Mhz, and 23 Mhz;+7 Mhz) and two leading edge ADCs are 
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used to cover the HF band in two parts. Four of the inventive 
Super-mixer 32 are used in this topology, along with Suitable 
amplification and filters as shown. The ADCs are 14 bit to 
preserve the Sensitivity and resolution to required levels. 
These tunerS must have a high dynamic range, and although 
such tuners are available (such as from Watkins-Johnson 
Company) of Palo Alto, Calif., the present cost of such 
very-high performance high-dynamic range tunerS Satisfy 
ing the Specifications for ALE monitoring Sites would be 
higher than that of other alternatives using a Single tuner for 
the entire HF band as described elsewhere in this specifi 
cation. 
A Single heterodyne HF band tuner using Super-mixer as 

the first frequency converter, a 70 Mhz IF bandpass filter and 
a direct conversion I/O down converter provides as good or 
better performance. Each of the ADC's coupled to the I and 
Q channels need only 15 Mhz of bandwidth instead of 30 
Mhz, and the DSP circuitry receiving the ADC digitized 
output can run at a slower clock Speed. The direct I/O 
conversion topology described herein provides a basis for 
this operation in that the I and Q Signals are amplitude and 
phase matched within a very Small percentage over a wide 
frequency range, LO quadrature may be maintained by 
providing LO feedback circuits, and the RF signal is pro 
Vided in-phase to the mixers. 

The applicability of the direct conversion/ADC approach 
for down-conversion and for up-conversion when combined 
into a single receiver/transmitter System provides total "Soft 
ware radio' communications capability, where the receive 
and transmit components operate under total computer or 
processor Software (including hardwired, firmware, or 
hybrid software/firmware/hardware) control. 

The inventive structure is now described relative to a 
conventional heterodyne receiver 21 illustrated in FIG. 25 
and an embodiment of the inventive heterodyne receiver in 
FIG. 26. It should be understood that in some implementa 
tions the conversion from a first frequency (e.g. RF) to a 
Second frequency (e.g. IF or Baseband) may be accom 
plished with a Single mixer or mixing Stage, or that Such 
overall conversion may be accomplished by a plurality of 
Stages, and that when Such plurality of mixers are 
implemented, benefits and advantages of the invention may 
be realized by incorporating the inventive Super-mixer cir 
cuit into only one Stage, or into more than one stage, and that 
the invention is not limited to Systems or devices where all 
of the mixing Structures are the inventive Super-mixer Struc 
ture. 

The inventive mixer achieves over +50 dBm IP3 and over 
+100 dBm IP2 as a baseband converter that can directly 
drive 14-bit analog-to-digital Converters (ADCs). This com 
bination of mixer and ADC places all spurious responses 
close to 100 dB from full Scale over a 30 MHz bandwidth. 
This Super mixer is a near perfect analog converter with 
insertion loSS approaching theoretical. It is based on a grown 
GaAS FET switch with excellent Switch properties. The LO 
Signal (Switch control) has a Square-wave generation circuit 
designed with very accurate Switch waveform for Symmetri 
cal complimentary switching the RF signal. While conven 
tional mixers must be limited to a low level input Signal 
(effective attenuation relative to the inventive Super mixer) 
in order to minimize Spurious Signals to an acceptable level, 
and then require post-mixer amplification to achieve ADC 
full Scale, the inventive Super-mixer's IF port (baseband) can 
be made to drive an ADC full scale directly without the 
limitations of a high powered amplifier. These post mixer 
amplifiers, even the best, typically create Second and third 
order harmonics that exceed ADC input Specification limits. 
The inventive mixer is capable of down-conversion and 
up-conversion. 
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In FIG. 25, there is shown a conventional overall hetero 

dyne receiver System topology 21 including an IF Signal 
Source 22, IF signal attenuator 23 (shown here to emphasize 
the higher input level of the inventive mixer 31 even though 
an attenuator 23 may not actually be provided), a conven 
tional mixer device 24 which receives the IF signal having 
amplitude A, from attenuator 23, and a Sinusoidal local 
oscillator (LO) drive signal provided from an external LO 
Signal Source 25, and output power amplifier 26. By com 
parison and as illustrated in FIG. 26, the inventive radio 
receiver 31 topology which includes the inventive mixer 
device 32, efficiently eliminates the attenuator 23 (by virtue 
of its lower drive requirement) and output amplifier 26 (by 
virtue of its higher output level). Typically the IF signal to 
the inventive direct drive receiver mixing device, may be on 
the order of 10 times greater than that provided to conven 
tional mixer so that attenuator gain is 20 log 1/b=20 dB. 
The conventional receiver 21 requires a lower input IF 

Signal level (attenuator 23) So that spurious signals are 
minimized or controlled to acceptable levels and requires an 
output amplifier 26 to subsequently achieve full ADC scale. 
Even the best amplifiers known to the inventors at the time 
of the invention create Second and third order harmonics that 
exceed ADC Specification limits for Spurious free dynamic 
range. On the other hand, the inventive mixer topology 31 
including the inventive mixer device 32 allows a higher IF 
(or RF when used to down current signals) signal level input, 
provides lower loSS internally, has lower Spurious signal 
generation levels that are well within the ADC limits, and 
does not require an output amplifier 26 to provide the 
required output level (up to about 2 Volts peak-to-peak 
Signal level or 0.1 watts of power). 

In the conventional mixer System 21, the output of ampli 
fier 26 would be fed to ADC 27 at about a 2 volt peak-to 
peak signal level. A signal notch filter 28 may be provided 
to remove the wanted converted Signal in order to measure 
the performance on a spectrum analyzer during calibration 
and performance testing Since the otherwise the Spurs may 
be So Small as to be undetectable with generally available 
laboratory instrumentation, but no such notch filter would be 
used in an actual System since the objective is to pass the 
converted Signal not SuppreSS it. For the inventive mixer 
system 31, the performance would be a mixer device 32 
output signal level of 0.5 volt peak-to-peak. 
The inventive mixer device 32 provides structure and 

method for a mixer system with about +50 dBm IP3 and 
about +100, dBm IP2, and provides a baseband converter 
that is capable of directly driving 14-bit ADCs with 65 
MSPS conversion rates. In one embodiment, this combina 
tion of mixer and ADC places Spurious responses close to 
100 dB from fill Scale over a 30 MHz bandwidth. The 
inventive mixer is a near perfect converter with insertion 
loss approaching theoretical limits of about 5.5 dB. The 
mixing device 32 may advantageously incorporate a GaAS 
FET switch with near ideal Switch properties. The Switch 
control circuit (LO drive circuit) provides an ideal or near 
ideal Switch waveform for Symmetrical complimentary 
switching the RF signal. The mixer's IF port (baseband) can 
drive an ADC fill scale directly without the limitations of a 
high powered amplifier. 
The invention could also provide a homodyne mixer using 

two Super mixer circuits. (An exemplary homodyne Struc 
ture is described relative to FIG. 27.) In one embodiment, 
the inventive LO drive circuit Switches two sets of FETs, 
advantageously implemented as GaAS FETs, in perfect 
quadrature thereby insuring near perfect in-phase and 
quadrature phase baseband Signals. The two mixers have 
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high intercept points (IP2 and IP3) to reduce spurious 
Signals below all other conversion errors in the mixer, even 
including phase and amplitude conversion errors. The mixer 
circuits desirably have matched baluns and phase and ampli 
tude errors are reduced in the in-phase (I) and quadrature 
phase (Q) output signals. The direct drive to the ADC also 
preserves the I/O Signal linearity by eliminating the final 
amplifier used in conventional Systems that typically may 
introduce non-linearities. The I/O Signals are only one-half 
(%) the bandwidth of the RF signal, and therefore, the two 
ADC's need sample clocks (fs) running at one-half fre 
quency. 
The inventive homodyne mixer has significant advantages 

and applications over the conventional heterodyne Structure 
and method including: providing Structure and method for a 
HF/VHF/UHF wide band down converter, providing better 
multichannel beam forming with improved phase and ampli 
tude match, reducing a radio's complexity by one IF Stage 
without a reduction in dynamic range, elimination of Sur 
face Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters and their insertion loss 
and cost, use of a fixed LO signal frequency over the entire 
cellular band (about 800 Mhz to about 1 GHz) to provide 
improved phase noise characteristics, and to provide an 
inexpensive two-device radio using the mixer and ADC/DSP 
integrated circuit. 

The inventive mixer circuits 32 utilize a Switch, desirably 
implemented with a GaAs FET transistor, which is charac 
terized by nearly ideal mixer Switching properties and a 
Switch control (Local Oscillator driver) circuit designed and 
implemented with a nearly ideal Switching waveform, 
capable of converting the Radio-Frequency (RF) signal at 
such high levels and low loss that the IF output can directly 
drive the afore described State-of-the-art ADCs without 
limiting SFDR. 

The inventive homodyne receiver 31 may also desirably 
utilize “embedded technology’ a technique that provides a 
radio tuner having the mixer and any balun circuits right into 
the pads of the printed circuit board, thereby eliminating a 
Separate and costly packaging Stage and allowing the circuit 
to be optimized for near perfect LO duty cycle, Symmetry, 
and balance. 
The direct drive conversion receiver advantageously pro 

vides better RF tuner dynamic range than would be provided 
by existing State-of-the-art ADCs or by predicted State-of 
the-art ADCs for the foreseeable future, has lower conver 
Sion Stage costs as the result of embedded technology, 
provides a basis for a Super Homodyne (as compared to 
heterodyne) receiver in that the IF Stages are eliminated, 
boosts performance of both receiver and transmitter 
dynamic range for base Stations as a result of lower Spurious 
conversion, implements the receiver in hard to copy embed 
ded circuits. 

Other enhancements may also be provided to optimize 
receiver and mixer performance in order realize even higher 
dynamic range. For example, it may be desirable to: (i) 
optimize amplitude and phase match Over a wide band by 
monitoring duty cycle Symmetry, (ii) to provide feedback 
from the FET Source to the digital gates to provide optimal 
LO quadrature, (iii) to provide in-phase RF signal to the 
mixer and IF output balance to the ADC, and/or (iv) to add 
Some correction algorithms to the DSP in order to compen 
Sate for phase and amplitude and correcting any in-phase 
and quadrature Signal errors. 
The homodyne receiver provides structure and method for 

implementing an inexpensive approach for digitizing the 
radio-frequency Spectrum with the resolution and dynamic 
range required for advanced communication, detection, and 
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Surveillance Systems. The inventive Structure and method 
provide for both up-and down-frequency conversion So that, 
in general, references to RF signals as input and IF signals 
as output in the Specification may be reversed. An IF signal 
may be provided as the input and the RF signal may be 
generated or extracted on the output, and more generally 
Signals may be referred to as the input and output and the 
ports which receive or output the Signals referred to as first 
or primary port and Second or Secondary port. 
An exemplary direct conversion circuit topology 41 using 

two of the inventive Super-mixers is illustrated for down 
conversion is illustrated in FIG. 27 which shows RF and LO 
derived Sine and cosine Signal components generated by a 
divide-by-four circuit 45 from RF signal source 42 as inputs 
to first 43 and second 44 Super mixer devices. The sinusoidal 
LO input signal derived FET Switching Signals are coupled 
to two sets of FETs, advantageously GaAS FETs, to Switch 
the Sets of FETs in near perfect quadrature, thereby insuring 
perfect or Substantially perfect Sine and cosine (I and Q) 
baseband signals. The direct drive to the ADC also preserves 
the I/O linearity by eliminating any need for a final amplifier 
as typically provided in conventional Systems. 

In this inventive topology 41, two Super-mixers are pro 
Vided for directly converting the Signal, where the same 
frequency LO derived signal driving the two Super mixers in 
quadrature. The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) channel 
outputs from these mixer devices 44, 45 are fed to first 46 
and Second 44 analog-to-digital converters (here shown as 
14-bit ADCs), each of which ADC also receives a clock 
input to clock the ADCs from system clock 49. Of course, 
this same topology may be used with ADC's having fewer 
bits (for example, 8-, -10, or 12-bits), or with a greater 
number of ADC bits (for example 16-, 18-, 20-, 24- or more 
bits when available), with overall performance (lower for 
fewer bits, and potentially higher for greater bits) commen 
Surate with the resolution and sensitivity of the ADC. The 
output of each of the two ADCs 46, 47 are digitized versions 
or representations of the in-phase and quadrature-phase 
signals which are then fed to the DSP circuits 51, 52 for use 
in DSP demodulation. A comparable implementation to that 
illustrated and described relative to FIG. 27 will work for 
up-conversion where the IF Signal is input to mixer devices 
43,44 and the RF signal is output to DSP circuits 51, 52. The 
inventive mixer may be used for both up- and down 
conversion in the same System, thereby providing structure 
and method for a Software radio having both transmit and 
receive (transceiver) capabilities. 
The inventive topology has Several advantages over con 

ventional heterodyne converter, including elimination of a 
conversion Stage, elimination of the final amplifier to the 
ADC, requires only one-half the ADC needed bandwidth by 
digitizing analog I and Q Signals, providing about 40 dB 
more dynamic range than conventional converters. 
The inventive Structure and method achieves at least 

about +50 dBm IP3 and +100 dBm IP2 as a baseband 
converter that will directly drive state-of-the-art 14-bit 
ADCs for example, the Analog Devices AD6644 made by 
Analog Devices, Inc. with 65 MSPS conversion rates as well 
as the narrower bandwidth 16-bit ADCs. In one embodiment 
of the inventive receiver 31, the combination of the inven 
tive mixer 32 and high-performance ADC 46 places all 
spurious responses at 100 dB or below full scale over a 30 
MHz or greater bandwidth. In another embodiment of the 
inventive mixer optimized for first Stage mixer performance, 
the mixer 32 provides a near perfect first Stage converter 
having high dynamic range and insertion loSS approaching 
theoretical insertion loSS limits. 
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In FIG. 28 there is shown an illustration of functional 
block diagram of an exemplary embodiment of an Auto 
matic Link Establishment System incorporating the inven 
tive radio topology and Super-mixer. The System includes an 
antenna for receiving a RF signal from a remote Site, a 
tunable down converter including one of the inventive 
Super-mixer devices for generating a tuner output Signal. 
This output signal is then digitized by the ADC as already 
described and then passed to a DSP for further processing. 
A computer having a processor (CPU) memory connected to 
the processor for Storing data and procedures, and further 
including a terminal device, display, bulk Storage, and one or 
more input/output devices as is commonly known in the art. 
The memory is partitioned and defines a data Structure of the 
procedures and data Stored therein. Workers having ordinary 
skill in the art will appreciate that a transmit configuration 
for the ALE may be provided in analogous manner and is not 
described further here. 
Additional Embodiments Incorporating Duty-Cycle and 
Symmetry Feedback Control 

Several embodiment of the Super-mixer 32 have been 
described including embodiments for frequency 
up-conversion and for frequency down-conversion. When 
used for converting an RF signal Spectrum to an IFSpectrum 
Signal, the Super mixer performs the RF-to-IF Signal Spec 
trum conversion by turning the RF signal ON and OFF at the 
rate or frequency of the LO Signal. This creates two IF Signal 
frequencies equal to RF-LO (down conversion) and a 
RF+LO (up conversion). The efficiency of conversion (also 
referred to as the insertion loss) typically depends on the 
FET switching losses and the so called push-pull balance of 
the reflection transformer, for example, reflection trans 
former T4 684 of the embodiment in FIG. 4 or reflection 
transformer 210 of the FIG. 2 embodiment. 

For best performance, this conversion from RF to IF 
should desirably be exact (or nearly exact) over a large range 
of RF signal amplitudes and produce a minimum of extra 
neous Signals. Dynamic range of any mixer is the usual 
measure of this faithful reproduction of the RF spectrum to 
the IF spectrum. The primary measuring tools are Second 
and third-order intercept points. The inventive Super mixer 
32 achieves very high Second- and third-order intercept 
points because of its excellent balance and Switching char 
acteristics. 
With respect to FIG. 29 there is illustrated a block 

diagram of an embodiment of the Super-mixer Switching 
circuitry. The embodiments of the Super-mixer and radio 
incorporating the Super-mixer described heretofore rely to at 
least Some extent on matched (or Substantially matched) 
pairs of FETs (or other mixing devices) and the Symmetrical 
(or substantially symmetrical) switching action of the FET 
pairs. In these embodiments, matched FET pairs are driven 
by the complimentary LOSquare wave in Such a way that the 
duty cycle is near a 50/50 (50%) duty cycle. In this instance 
a current waveform from a first pair of FETs (for example, 
from FETs A and B in FIG. 29) are or nearly are exactly 
180-degrees out-of-phase from the current waveform of a 
second pair of FETs (for example, from FETs C and D in 
FIG. 29). When the FETs are matched, the waveforms are in 
proper phase relationship, and other prudent circuit design 
precautions observed, almost no time is spent crossing the 
FETS ON/OFF (conducting/non-conducting) region and the 
* OFF set of waveforms is coincident in time with the “ON 
Set of waveforms. If these two conditions deteriorate, Second 
and third order intermodulation products degrade the 
dynamic range of the mixer. 
When conditions are correct, the IP2 for the exemplary 

circuits (for example the embodiments in any of FIG. 4, FIG. 
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5, or FIG. 7) approaches +100 dBm and IP3 approaches +50 
dBm at RF input levels of +5 dBm. However, if the duty 
cycle deteriorates to, for example a 49/51 split (49%/51%) 
as may be observed in the duty cycle waveform, the 1% error 
can result in a 20 dB degradation of the Second order 
intercept IP2 (e.g. 10 log 0.01). Perfect (or near perfect) 
Symmetry and duty cycle depend on Several factors, prima 
rily on having matched FET pinch-off Voltages, matched 
FET gate bias thresholds, varying or undesirable LO signal 
level, LO 0/180 degree phase splitter accuracy, and balun 
winding match. Some or all of which may likely very with 
operating temperature, manufacturing tolerance, and circuit 
component aging. Hence, in practice Some effort must be 
undertaken to Select matching components and tune the 
components to provide the highest levels of performance. In 
Spite of the evidence that even uncompensated Super-mixers 
of the type described perform better than other mixers 
commercially available, compensating for operating tem 
perature variation and differential component aging remains 
problematic, and keeps the inventive Super-mixer from 
achieving its theoretical performance levels. These Super 
mixerS operate without feedback in an open-loop manner. 
With these observations at hand, the afore described 

embodiments of the Super-mixer 32 are improved by adding 
feedback circuitry to compensate for duty cycle variation 
and asymmetry. The manner in which the duty cycle and 
Symmetry may vary and are controlled is indicated in FIG. 
30. This feedback is provided by the feedback components, 
including duty cycle control circuits, and a Symmetry con 
trol circuit illustrated in the embodiment of FIG. 29 and 
enclosed by the broken line. This circuitry overcomes the 
open-ended errors, independent of their origin, by providing 
feedback of duty cycle and Symmetry current waveforms 
after FET Switching. This feedback accumulates the result of 
all the above described errors, that is, errors introduced by 
unmatched FET pinch-off voltages, unmatched FET gate 
bias thresholds, LO signal level, LO 0/180 (0 and 180 
degree) phase splitter inaccuracy, and/or balun winding 
mismatch, as well as other circuit variables that would be 
reflected in the feedback loop. 
A Single duty cycle control circuit that provides the 

described operation for both FET pairs may be used, 
however, it is simpler to describe two duty cycle control 
circuits or blocks each receiving an appropriate FET current 
feedback signal and generating a compensating gate thresh 
old bias Signal at its output. Hence dual duty cycle control 
circuits are shown in the embodiment of FIG. 29. 
By continuously compensating and correcting for any 

deviation in duty cycle and/or Switching points (Symmetry), 
very high IP2 and IP3 intercepts are obtained and the Super 
mixer and any radio or other circuit incorporating the 
inventive Super-mixer with feedback achieves a very high 
dynamic range. An added benefit of the incorporation of the 
feedback circuitry into the Super-mixer is the ability to relax 
FET matching and adjustment requirements as well as other 
mixer adjustment requirements and still achieve maximum 
performance over temperature, manufacturing, and other 
variations. 

Attention is now directed to enhanced mixer topology and 
mixer circuits, analogous to those already described relative 
to the embodiments of the invention in FIGS. 1, 4, 3, 4, 5, 
and 7. These enhanced mixer circuits and topologies may 
also be used in conjunction with the optional temperature 
compensation in the FIG. 8 embodiment, though some or all 
of the benefits of the temperature compensation are also 
provided by the feedback control aspects of the invention. 
The embodiment of FIG. 31 illustrates the manner in 

which the afore described embodiment of FIG. 1C may be 
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modified to provide duty cycle and Symmetry feedback and 
control. In this particular embodiment, mixer Switching 
device current waveform Signals are obtained from each 
FET after Switching from the RF/IF I/O separation circuit 
33. In a preferred embodiment, the mixer Switching devices 
are FET pairs and currents are sensed for each FET during 
is operation, and the RF/IFSeparation circuit is implemented 
as a balun, Such as for example, using a reflection trans 
former. The sensed currents from the first Switching device 
(Such as for example from the Switching device including 
FETs A and B) are processed by a first duty cycle control 
circuit, and the Sensed currents from the Second Switching 
device (Such as for example from the Switching device 
including FETs C and D) are processed by a second duty 
cycle control circuit. 
A first duty cycle control circuit compares the integrated 

individual FET feedback current waveforms (from FETs. A 
& B or FET pair A&B) with a fixed set or reference voltage. 
A Second duty cycle control circuit compares the integrated 
individual FET feedback current waveforms (from FETs C 
& D or FET pair C&D) with the same fixed set or reference 
Voltage. A Symmetry control circuit compares the integrated 
individual FET pulse waveform (from FETs Cand D or FET 
pair C&D) with the pulse waveforms (from FETs A and B). 
Signals in the form of pulse A and B Set logic data input of 
the phase detector and pulse C and D clock the D input to 
the Q and Q output. If D input lags the C input, Q goes low. 
If D leads C, then Q goes high. The RC integrator forms a 
DC voltage proportional to the phase difference of A&B to 
C&D. This Voltage changes the capacitance of the variable 
reactor (Varactor) which in turn modifies the time the sine 
wave gets Squared up as compared to the one that is 180 
degrees out of phase. Both 180 degree Sine waves will be 
differentially delayed until symmetry is reached. (These 
Structures and relationships are illustrated in Somewhat 
greater detail by the circuit embodiments of FIG. 33.) 

FIG. 32 is a diagrammatic illustration showing the man 
ner in which Signals downstream from the Switching net 
work 150, such as signals within the RF/IF separation circuit 
180, are extracted and used in the feedback control loop. The 
Same or different signals may be extracted for the duty cycle 
control and for the symmetry control. In preferred embodi 
ments of the invention different, but related Signals (signals 
from different ones of the FETs) are used. This or these 
Signal are then used by the duty cycle control circuit which 
generates a contrl Signals to the Square wave generator 
circuit 130 and by the symmetry control circuit which 
generates a control Signal to the phase Splitter 110. Although 
these control circuits may readily be implemented in 
hardware, Software or programmatic elements or compo 
nents may be incorporated if desired. In one embodiment, 
shown in FIG. 33, the FET drain voltage representing 
currents from FETs A and B are input to an operational 
amplifier (such as a MC3402 operational amplifier) config 
ured as a Voltage comparator. The output of the operational 
amplifier is a Voltage related to the difference in Voltage of 
A and B. When the duty cycles are not equal the output 
Voltage will be either more or less positive depending upon 
the connections to the inverting and non-inverting op-amp 
terminals and the relative ON time of both FETs. For 
example, if the FET A&B Switching current is input to the 
non-inverting op amp terminal and is ON for a longer period 
of time (for example ON for 51% of the time), then the 
op-amp integrated output voltage is less positive. This duty 
cycle control circuit op-amp output terminal is connected to 
the input of the two-input gate through a resistor So that the 
output Voltage operates to bias the gate threshold. When the 
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bias is less positive, the gate Switch stays on and when the 
bias is less positive the gate Switch Stays off. The op-amp 
circuit, resistor, and other components are adjusted So that 
the Voltage bias applied to the gate yield the appropriate duty 
cycle correction. The duty cycle for FETs C and D are 
adjusted in analogous manner. The mixer will continuously 
seek a condition under which the duty cycle of FET A&B 
matches a 50% duty cycle, and the duty cycle of FET C&D 
matches a 50% duty cycle. The improved circuit also has 
symmetry control which in the preferred embodiment is 
Separate from the duty cycle control. 
The Symmetry control circuit measures the Switching 

points of the first FET pair versus the Switching points of the 
Second FET pair in time and adjusts the phase splitter 
continuously to achieve coincidence of the Switching points. 

Recall that the circuitry in the dotted lines in FIG. 29 
overcomes the open-ended errors by providing feedback of 
duty cycle and symmetry current waveforms after FET 
Switching. This feedback accumulates the result of all the 
above errors. Duty cycle control compares the integrated 
individual FET feedback current waveform to a set reference 
and will be near 4 VDD volts if switching 50%. The 
Symmetry control measures the Switching points of FETs 
A&B versus FETs C&D in time and adjusts the phase 
Splitter to achieve coincidence. A measure of the feedback 
circuitry SucceSS is that the FET matching and adjustment 
can be relaxed requirements and Still achieve maximum 
performance over temperature and manufacturing varia 
tions. 
A more detailed illustration showing embodiments of the 

inventive mixer with duty-cycle and Symmetry control cir 
cuits (FIG. 33A), phase detector circuit (FIG. 33B), and 
reference voltage generating circuit (FIG. 33C) is shown in 
FIG. 33. Note that the various signals and waveforms 
described herein are identified with corresponding letter 
symbols in the drawings. The duty cycle is controlled by 
comparing the Voltage, which represents the current through 
FETs A&B and C&D to the set reference. This voltage will 
be near 4 VDD if 50% duty cycle is achieved. If the A&B 
FETs are on more than off, the A&B voltage will decrease 
due to more current being drawn. A decrease in A&B Voltage 
compared to the Set Voltage will cause the op-amp output to 
be more positive and the gate to be OFF more than ON and 
the FETS to decrease their ON time. The same would be true 
for the C&D FET pair. 
The symmetry is controlled by monitoring the Switched 

square waves G and H across the resistor that ties the A&B 
FET's sources (S) to the C&D FETs sources (S) together. 
Square wave G is ideally 180 degrees out of phase from 
square wave H. Each waveform is amplified by the NAND 
gates and applied to the "D' type flip-flop that here acts like 
a phase detector. If the positive portion of the G waveform 
is at the D (data) input to the flip-flop when the positive 
going edge of waveform Harrives at the C (clock) input to 
the flip-flop, a logic high will be at the flip-flop Q output. If 
waveform D is low when the flip-flop is clocked then the Q 
output will be low. The RC network integrates the pulses and 
represents a direct-current Voltage that varies as a function 
of the timing between the edges of waveforms G and H. 
The Varactors (voltage variable capacitor diode) will 

increase their capacitance if their cathodes approach their 
anode Voltage potential (diode varying degrees of reverse 
bias). They conversely decrease capacitance if the cathode 
goes more positive with respect to the anode. This change in 
capacitance in conjunction with the Series 47 Ohm resistor 
will cause a varying delay in the Sign wave from the phase 
splitter. Note that the Varactors are reversed in the H and G 
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Side. An increase in phase detector Voltage will cause the G 
Side more delay (Varactor voltage potential decreasing) and 
the H Side less delay (Varactor Voltage potential increasing). 

If the positive portion of the G Square wave signal is at the 
phase detector when the H waveform Signal goes positive, 
then the output Voltage goes more positive. This causes an 
increase in capacitance in the G waveform Signal Varactor 
and decrease in capacitance in the H waveform Varactor. The 
G side sine wave will be delayed more than the H side and 
cause the Hside to clock the flip-flop when the G side is low 
at the D input. The output will be low at that point, lowering 
the Voltage to the Varactors, and therefore Synchronizing the 
G and H square waves to be exactly 180 degrees out of 
phase. 

Having described the top level topology relative to FIGS. 
29 and 31-32, as well as an exemplary detailed structure 
relative to FIG. 33, it will be readily apparent to those 
workers having ordinary skill in the art in light of the 
description provided here, that the feedback enhancement 
may be extended to the other mixer circuits, Such as the 
embodiments of FIGS. 4, 5, and 7, as well as to the HF 
collection system (See FIG. 24), heterodyne radio (See 
FIGS. 25-26), homodyne receiver (See FIG. 27), automatic 
link establishment system (See FIG. 28), as well as many 
other Systems and applications in which Signal mixing is 
desired for whatever purpose. 
As one example of how the mixer in the embodiment of 

FIG. 4 would be modified to incorporate the feedback 
control Structure and method, attention is directed to the 
embodiment of FIG. 34. FIG. 35 analogously illustrates the 
manner in which the embodiment of FIG. 7 would be 
modified to incorporate the feedback control including the 
duty cycle and symmetry control elements. It is noted that in 
each of these two embodiments, the duty cycle control and 
Symmetry control are provided as already described relative 
to the FIG. 29 to FIG.33 embodiments. In the embodiments 
illustrated in FIG. 34 and FIG. 35, the phase control portion 
of the Symmetry correction circuitry has been shown as a 
circuit or functional block Separate from other portions of 
the phase Splitter circuitry So that the relationship with the 
embodiments of FIGS. 4 and 7 not having the enhancement 
will be clear. The phase control circuit may alternatively be 
integrated with the It is further noted, that whereas in the 
FIG. 4 and FIG. 7 the transformer T4 windings associated 
with pin 1 and pin 4 were tied together, the embodiments in 
the FIG. 34 and FIG. 35 embodiments unties them and both 
brings them out Separately and biases the FET pairs Sepa 
rately as described. This change permits monitoring of the 
current drawn by each Set Separately and independently and 
therefore facilitates better feedback control. This separation 
is also present in the structure of the FIG. 33 embodiment. 
A signal mixing method incorporating either or both of 

the duty cycle feedback and control and Symmetry feedback 
and control are also provided by the invention. These 
methods may be utilized in any or all of the applications for 
the mixer described elsewhere in this description. 
Other Embodiments 

In each of the exemplary Super-mixer and System topol 
ogy embodiments, certain elements that enhance or optimize 
performance as provided, but which components are not 
required to practice the invention and could be eliminated 
entirely. While Some Sacrifice in performance might be 
expected, the circuits would still operate and So long as other 
modifications within the ordinary skill in the art were made 
to compensate for the removal or elimination, Such circuit 
would still perform better than the conventional structures 
and methods. 
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The foregoing description, for purposes of explanation, 

used specific nomenclature to provide a thorough under 
Standing of the invention. However, it will be apparent to 
one skilled in the art that the Specific details are not required 
in order to practice the invention. In other instances, well 
known circuits and devices are shown in block diagram form 
in order to avoid unnecessary distraction from the underly 
ing invention. Thus, the foregoing descriptions of Specific 
embodiments of the present invention are presented for 
purposes of illustration and description. They are not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the 
precise forms disclosed, obviously many modifications and 
variations are possible in View of the above teachings. The 
embodiments were chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the invention and its practical 
applications, to thereby enable otherS Skilled in the art to 
best utilize the invention and various embodiments with 
various modifications as are Suited to the particular use 
contemplated. It is intended that the Scope of the invention 
be defined by the following claims and their equivalents. 

All publications and patent applications mentioned in this 
Specification are herein incorporated by reference to the 
Same extent as if each individual publication or patent 
application was specifically and individually indicated to be 
incorporated by reference. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A radio comprising: 
(a) a local oscillator input port for receiving a periodic 

Sinusoidal local oscillator Signal at a local oscillator 
frequency from an external local oscillator Source, 

(b) a drive circuit for generating a Substantially Square 
wave two-voltage level Switching Signal for driving 
Said mixing device; said drive circuit further including: 
(i) a phase splitter circuit coupled to said local oscil 

lator input port for receiving Said periodic sinusoidal 
local oscillator Signal and for generating first and 
Second phase Separated Signals at Said local oscillator 
frequency and having Substantially 180 degree phase 
difference between each other; 

(ii) a voltage potential isolation circuit for generating 
first and Second differential Signal pairs at Said local 
oscillator frequency respectively from Said first and 
Second phase split Signals, and 

(iii) a Square wave signal generation circuit for gener 
ating first and Second floating Square wave Signals 
respectively from said first and second differential 
Signal pairs, each said Square Wave Signal having a 
high slew rate leading and trailing Signal edge with 
rise and fall times of less than about 300 picosec 
onds, 

(c) a mixing device including first and Second FET 
Switching devices for multiplying a first-frequency 
input Signal with Said first and Second floating Square 
wave Signals to generate a third frequency analog mixer 
output Signal, Said first and Second FET Switching 
devices coupled to Said drive circuit to receive Said first 
and Second floating Square wave Signals at a gate of 
said FETs. Such that one of said first and second FET 
Switches ON precisely when the other of said first and 
second FET switches OFF: 

(d) an input/output signal separation circuit for separating 
Said a third frequency analog mixer output signal from 
Said first-frequency input signal and for directing Said 
output signal to an output port; 

(e) an analog-to-digital converter coupled to said output 
port to receive Said output signal and generating a 
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digital representation of Said third frequency analog 
mixer output Signal; and 

(f) a feedback control circuit receiving FET switching 
device Signals and operative to control duty cycles of 
said first and second FET switching devices. 

2. The radio in claim 1, wherein Said mixing device is 
provided in the receiver portion of Said radio and operates as 
a down-frequency converter. 

3. The radio in claim 1, wherein Said mixing device is 
provided in the transmitter portion of Said radio and operates 
as an up-frequency converter. 

4. A radio tuner comprising: 
(a) a low-band Signal processing circuit receiving and 

processing first components of an RF input signal over 
a first frequency range directly without frequency 
conversion to generate a low-band output signal; 

(b) a high-band Signal processing circuit receiving and 
processing Second components of Said RF input Signal 
over a Second frequency range including frequency 
converting Said Second components to generate a high 
band output Signal, Said high-band Signal processing 
circuit including: 
(i) a first mixer circuit operating as a up-frequency 

converter receiving Said Second frequency range 
components and a first local oscillator Signal and 
generating a first intermediate frequency signal; 

(ii) a circuit amplifying and band-pass filtering said first 
intermediate frequency Signal to generate a Second 
intermediate frequency Signal; 

(iii) a second mixer circuit operating as a down 
frequency converter receiving Said Second interme 
diate frequency Signal and a Second local oscillator 
Signal and generating said high-band output signal; 
and 

(iv) each said mixer circuit including a feedback con 
trol circuit for adjusting a duty cycle of a mixer 
Switching device to be a 50% duty cycle; 

(c) a signal combining circuit receiving said low-band 
output Signal and Said high-band output signal and 
generating a composite output signal; and 

(d) an output processing circuit receiving said composite 
output Signal and amplifying, impedance transforming, 
and filtering Said composite output Signal to generate a 
final analog output signal. 

5. The radio tuner in claim 4, further comprising an 
analog-to-digital converter circuit coupled to receive said 
final analog output signal from Said output processing circuit 
and generating a digital output Signal representing Said final 
analog output Signal. 

6. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein Said analog-to 
digital converter circuit comprises an analog-to-digital con 
verter having at least 14 bits resolution to provide from 
about 6 dB to about 9 dB of dynamic range per analog-to 
digital converter bit. 

7. The radio tuner in claim 4, further comprising an RF 
Signal input processing circuit receiving Said RF signal from 
an external Source and generating and coupling Said first RF 
Signal components and Said Second RF signal components 
respectively to Said low-band and Said high-band Signal 
processing circuits. 

8. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said tuner is 
operative over a frequency range of at least about 0.1 MHZ 
to about 32 MHZ. 

9. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said first frequency 
range Substantially covers frequencies up to about 4 MHZ, 
and Said Second frequency range Substantially covers fre 
quencies greater than about 4 MHZ. 
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10. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said first fre 

quency range Substantially covers frequencies from about 1 
MHz and about 4 MHz, and said second frequency range 
substantially covers frequencies from about 4 MHZ to about 
32 MHZ. 

11. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said tuner provides 
greater than 95-dB instantaneous Spur free dynamic range 
over a 4 MHZ bandwidth. 

12. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said tuner provides 
greater than 95-dB instantaneous Spur free dynamic range 
over an 8 MHz bandwidth. 

13. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said tuner achieves 
an out-of-band IP3 of at least about +40 dBm and an 
out-of-band IP2 of at least about +80 dBm, and an overall 
dynamic range of at least about 95 dB. 

14. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said first inter 
mediate frequency signal is at about a 70 MHz center 
frequency. 

15. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said output 
processing circuit amplifier exhibits a low Spurious output So 
that any spurious outputs introduced by Said amplifier do not 
significantly limit the spur free dynamic range (SFDR) of 
Said tuner. 

16. The radio tuner in claim 4, wherein said first mixer 
circuit comprises: 

a first local oscillator input port for receiving Said first 
local oscillator Signal, and Said first local oscillator 
Signal comprising a first sinusoidal local oscillator 
Signal at a first local oscillator frequency; 

a first phase splitter circuit coupled to Said first local 
Oscillator input port for receiving Said first local oscil 
lator Signal and for generating first and Second phase 
separated signals at said first local oscillator frequency 
and having Substantially 180-degree phase difference 
between each other; 

a first voltage potential isolation circuit for generating first 
and Second differential Signal pairs at Said first local 
Oscillator frequency respectively from Said first and 
Second phase split Signals, 

a first Square Wave signal generation circuit generating 
first and Second floating Square waves respectively 
from Said first and Second differential Signal pairs, each 
Said Square wave Signal having a high Slew rate leading 
and trailing Signal edges with rise and fall times less 
than about 300 picoseconds; 

a first frequency mixing device receiving Said first and 
Second Square wave signals and Said Second frequency 
range components and generating Said first intermedi 
ate frequency Signal; and 

a first input/output signal Separation circuit for Separating 
Said first intermediate frequency output Signal from 
Said Second frequency range components input Signal 
and for directing Said first intermediate frequency out 
put Signal to a first output port. 

17. The radio tuner in claim 16, wherein said first mixer 
circuit comprises: 

a Second local oscillator input port for receiving Said 
Second local oscillator Signal, and Said Second local 
Oscillator Signal comprising a Second sinusoidal local 
Oscillator Signal at a Second local oscillator frequency; 

a Second phase splitter circuit coupled to Said Second local 
Oscillator input port for receiving Said Second local 
Oscillator Signal and for generating third and fourth 
phase Separated Signals at Said Second local oscillator 
frequency and having Substantially 180-degree phase 
difference between each other; 
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a Second Voltage potential isolation circuit for generating 
third and fourth differential Signal pairs at Said Second 
local oscillator frequency respectively from Said third 
and fourth phase split Signals, 

a Second Square Wave signal generation circuit generating 
third and fourth floating Square waves respectively 
from Said third and fourth differential Signal pairs, each 
Said Square wave Signal having a high Slew rate leading 
and trailing Signal edges with rise and fall times leSS 
than about 300 picoseconds; 

a Second frequency mixing device receiving Said third and 
fourth Square wave signals and Said Second intermedi 
ate frequency Signal and generating Said high-band 
output signal; and 

40 
a Second input/output Signal Separation circuit for Sepa 

rating Said high-band output Signal from Said Second 
intermediate frequency Signal input signal and for 
directing Said high-band output Signal to a Second 
output port. 

18. The radio tuner in claim 17, wherein said first and 
Second frequency mixing devices each comprises a pair of 
FETs; and each Said first, Second, third, and fourth Square 
wave Signals have a high Slew rate leading and trailing Signal 
edge with rise and fall times less than about 300 picoseconds 
such that one of said FET of each pair switches ON precisely 
when the other of said FET of said pair Switches OFF. 

k k k k k 


